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New regulations
for parking at MSU

Racers return with 10-10
tie against Memphis State

See story on page 11

Transit Authority
approves bus routes

See stdry on page 8

See story on page 2
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MONDAV AFTERNOON, SEPTEMBER 16, 1985

News In Brief

rI

No confirmed reports that
Rev. Weir released in Beirut
BEIM'T. Lebanon
AP
— 17.5. officials in Beirut and
Washington said Sunday they could not confirm the claim by an
anonymous telephone caller that the Rev. Benjamin Weir, one of
seven Americans kidnapped in Beirut. had been freed.
The caller told the Reuters news agency in Beirut on Sunday
that Weir was releasecl Saturday night The caller, who claimed
to be speak ing-un. behalfof-Islamic.J lb-act-or Islamic Holy War, a
group which claimed in previous calls to be holding the seven
Americans, spoke in Arabic and hung up when asked for details.
Cameron Hume. political officer at the 1 7.S. Embassy in Beirut,
told the Al'. "We have absolutely no such information."
In Washington, Edward I rjerejian, White House spokesman for
foreign affairs, said the White House would have "absolutely no
comment" on the report of Weir's release, and said he did not expect any statement on the issue before Monday.
He refused comment on what measures the administration was
taking to confirm the report, or whether the U.S. Embassy in
Beirut had other information about the'status of Weir or the six
other A mericans.
President Reagan. returning to the White House by helicopter
from 11w presidential weekend hideaway at Camp David. Md.,
told reporters, -No comment" when asked about Weir. White
House spokesman Pete Roussel said the president. was aware of
the rep•rt 1;1. Weir's releau. •
Senior Police officials in Beirut and offiNals of Amal, the dominant Shiite.Moslem militia, also said they had no word Weir was
freeI.
Wen-. 61. a Presbyterian minister originally from Salt Lake City, was kidnapped in Moslem west Beirut on May 8. 1984. Weir
was named a missionary in Lebanon in 1953 and worked in partnership with the National Evangelical Synod of Syria and
a•barion.
The other kidnapped Americans are: William Buckley, 57, a
political afficer at the embassy in Beirut; Peter Kilburn. 60, a
librarian at the American University in Beirut: the Rev. Martin
Lawrence Jenco. 50. a Roman Catholic priest:'Terry A. Anderson. 3'7., chief Middle East correspondent for the AP: Thomas
Sutherland. 54, acting dean of agriculture at the American
University and David Jacobsen. 54. administrator at the
American University Hospital.
Weir's wife, Carol, said Sunday. that "The report has not yet
been confirmed so I'm being cautious. I'm not quite free enough
to celebrate yet

Elsewhere...
111, thr
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IA)N
— 1'mm, Minister Margaret Thatcher vill meet with
two senior Cabinet ministers to decide whether' to expel mon
Soviet officials in response to the Russians' ouster ot 25 Britons.
News reports say the.government is likely to announce its deci-ion today.
WAS/UNGTON — Soviet forces "deliberately" bumped a U.S.
Army truck and -held its driver and a companion at gunpoint in
East Germany. says Irefense Secretary Caspar Weinberger, who
Is accusing the Soviet Union of failing to control its troops.
WASHI%tiTO% — South Africa supplies the lion's share of
several ••strategic'• minerals to the United States, but the embattled white minority government has been unable to make that a
significant political advantage. The prevailing view, as expressed in official studies. is that the I 'riited States could do without the
metals far more easily than any South African government could
do without the revenue.
STMWHOI.M. Stseden — Priine Minister Olof Palme has
secured a fourth term in office in a general election that trims his
party's power and leaves it more reliant on Sweden's small Communist party.
CZESTOCHOWA. Poland — SolidaritY leaders are joining
more than 50.000 people at an outdoor Mass that is the largest
public display of support for the outlawed free trade union movement in nearly a year..
MIAETT. Ontario — U.S. citizens should look upon an increase
of up to 2 percent in their electric bills as a ''small price to pay"
to fight acid rain, according to Canada's environment minister.
WASHINGTON — The average gasoline mileage of new cars
sold in the United States may not increase this year for the first
time in about a decade, but the best cars are getting even stingier
-at the pump.
• WA.SH/NGTON — America must develop an entrepreneurial
spirit and a sense of civic responsibility in its college graduates
or risk losing pre-eminence in the world's economy. a Carnegie
Foundation report said today.

Miss America Susan Akin prior to her crowning.
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Miss America: crown
tops pageant career
ATLANTIC CITY:. N.J. I AP
"What -else could you ask for
— Susan Akin says her quest for besides being Miss America"
the Miss America title began at
Wearing a midnight blue knit
age 6 in the Miss La Petite — dress with a black band around
Pageant in Meridian. Miss., and the V-necif and her crystal and
Was worth all the leg lifts, nights rhinestone Miss America crown,
in plastic wrap and losing a the queen fielded questions on
boyfriend.
topics ranging from her warMiss Akin. 21, a computer's drobe allowance, to premarital
pick to become Miss America sex.
1986. said Sunday during her
Her voice choked with emofirst news conference as reign- tion as she recalled the support
ing queen that winning had she got from a younger sister
taught her "never stop who suffered from Down's Syndreaming."
drome and died at age 11 when
When her name was announc- Miss Akin was in the 10th grade.
ed Saturday night in Convention
Miss Akin, who performs
Hall here, the reigning Miss rnagic tricks and has studied
Mississippi said she thought, "I _public relations for three years
finally did it."
"This tops it all," she said:
((onn,on page 11)

Council reaching out to the community
By MELINDA WIGGINTON
Staff Writer
Most people would never deny
ever being frustrated with their
job. And, it isn't often that a
group canturn their frustrations
into positive energy for their
community.
Though Murray's Interagency
Council does not contend to
either prevent or cure on-the-job

frustration or solve the world's
and MSU programs.
problems. it does go a long way
Professionals targeting their
toward alleviating their
services to helping the disadvannegative forces.
taged are notorious for high
The Rev. Dave Robinson.
burn-out rate and expending inpresident of the Council. heads
tense mental energy. Their feel-the group of professionals
ings led to forming the Council
representing 40 member "helpas a network .of colleagues to,
ing" agencies — like Murray- 'share ideas, initiate new proCalloway County Hospital. I-Wd.
jects, refer clients and, perhaps
Start, social work counselors,
most important; to give mutual

support.
One result of the Council was
bringing United Way to Murray.
"We don't really have the
power to carry a project." said
Robinson. "But, we can- initiate
programs to address what we
.i.ee as needs..in the community
3.nd then turn them over to
Wont'd on page 111

Eddyville
prisoner
escapes
via rope
'ED'YVILLE-;-K-y: t AP —
Police and prison officials are
searching for a man who
escaped from the state
penitentiary by climbing
down a rope made of sheets, a
prison spokesman said.
Prison officials noticed the
rope on the outside of the
prison wall between
Cellhouses 1 and 2 at 1:35
p.m. Sunday. spokesman
Jack Wood said.
A count of the inmates identified the missing prisoner as
Kenneth Dean White, 24, of
Logan County, he said.
White was serving a 30-year
sentence on a murder conviction in Warren County, Wood
said. White had been at the
Eddyville prison since July
'1984.

SCHOLARSHIPS AT MURRAY STATE — Forty-two students from Calloway County were among
almost SIN) scholarship recipients honored at the annual "Winners Circle" reception at Nlurray State
University at the beginning of the school year. Shown are: (fron row, left to right) Judith Harrison.
Lillian Olazabal, Amy Roos. Dawn Hale. Lisa Robinson. Melissa Herndon. Joanna Herndon. Moll
Imes, Rebecca Jones and Jennifer Ford. (Second row) Ruthie Kitrell. Patricia Anne tough. La% ina
Belue. Cindy Reed. Lelley Myatt, Julie Gargus, Kelly Chilcutt. Jeffrey Clark and Kate Hoffman. Third
row) Stephen Malone, Robert Lyons, Michael Ray. John Kelso, Elizabeth Baile, Daina Crick. Carrie
Paschall, Kimberly Greer, Shelley Howell. Kimberly Oles and Lisa Oswalt. (Back row Douglas
t
.Brown, Billy Murray. Jay Herndon, Robert Crick, john Nlark Potts, Rodney Tucker, Jonathan
er.
Mark Waldrop, William Earl Brown. Dan Harrison. Monty Nleachani and Todd Rose. Calloway County - •
recipients not pictured are: Glenda Bond. Tracey Brown. Am Bryan. David Campbell. Catti Can.
Coral Chan, Daniel Craig, Edward Crutchfield, Samuel Hall. Nes in Holmes. James Keeling, Tr Leslie,('ary Miller. Lone Parker, Shawn Parker. Emma Pritcheti., Jennifer Rice, Diane Rippl • Eric
Roberts, Wade Rogers. Todd Ross. I.isa .Russell. William Smith. Kathleen Swisher, Leila I'mar. Rick
Wagoner. Stephanie Welch. Jam... West. Donna Williams and Lori Varbrough.

Paducah editor couldn't be lured from home

today's index
One Section —II Page..
Classifieds
12.
Comics
12
Crossword
12
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Horoscope
10
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1,
Obituaries
14
Perspective
3
Roykii Says
Sports
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'LOUDY
Becoming partly cloudy
tonight. Low in the mid 50s
Light south win-Er-Partly sunny and warmer Tuesday.
High in the lower to mid 80s
South wind around 10 mph.

MISS
YOUR PAPER!
Extended Forecast
Subscribers who hove not
• The extended forecast calls
received their home-delivered'
for partly cloudy and warm
copy of The Murray lasigstr
weather Wednesday through
Times by 5:30 p.m-. Mondayhicioy_or by 3:30 p.m. Soturdsm.,_4_ Friday. Hiell will be in the
--10110.11T110wein the nirdia.(o 1
are urgea to coil 753.1916 bet
ween 3:30 p.m. and 6 p.M.,
Ms•
Monday through Friday, or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. SaturLAKE [LEVELS
days. Offica Hours — 0 •.m.-5
Ky. Lake
355.2
p.m. Monday thru .Friday, I
• Barkley Lake
355.2
•.m.-12 p.m. Saturday

PADUCAH. Ky. I AP — Jack Paxton,
Spassky world championship chess match
whose journalism career took him to New. in Iceland in 1972 and a night spent in a
York. Europe and N'ietnam, found that runbunker at the Bu DOp Special Forces'Camp
ning the family's newspaper in his
in Vietnam.
hometown of Paducah suited him well.
In 1976 he quit NBC totreturn to I'aduca h.
Paxton. who had been editor of The
where he said the people were friendlier
Paducah Sun for eight years. died Saturday
and life was slower: The next year he sin:when his stunt biplane crashed on a farm
ceeded his father. Edwin J. Paxton Jr . as
south of Lone Oak in McCracken County
editor of the then Sun-Democrat.
Paxton. 46, died instantly of head and
Paxton dropped the "Democrat" trom
other injuries, said Jim Craig. McCracken
the newspaper's name because he didn't
County deputy coroner. He was maneuverwant to appear that he was favoring the
ing the small one-seater. known as a l'itts
views of the Democratic' Party.
Special. through a series of barrel rolls arid
He became known as 4t n advocate of
downward spirals when the engine apdowntown revitalization, education imparently. stalled and hit a mil° field nose
provements and the removal of politics
first, witnesses said.
front government. •
The body was cremated Sunday and
In 1951. then•Gov. John Y. lirou-n Jr. apmemorial service is scheduled for 2 p.m.
pointed Paxton to, the state Personnel
Turaclait..a.1.1.1zaca-rse1sicepa14n -P6,dueatr.• • —110TiA ATafrraXtriii dad vrfTWV1f147:74,grin.)i • As a television correspondent for NBC
nion pieces critical/of the agency. He '
beginning in 1965, Paxton covered the Vietresigned in 1984 after BroWn:s term ended:
nam War,strife in Northern yeland. crime
He was -highly active in the daily'operain New York, and various assignmet)ls in
tion of the newspaper, leading . earlyEurope.
morning meetings with editors and
He once said his most memorable stories
were covering the Bobby Fischer-Boris (Omni an page 11)
1
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Murray High School Tiger Band finishes
second in Lone Oak Invitational Festival
ana best arum major in 1:14JS.
"The band did a fine job."
reported director Gary Mullins.
"especially since our percussion
and drum major also had the
highest scores'overall as well as
The Murray High musicians
in our class."
finished the contest with 514
Debbie Roos. Kelly Cathey,
points wbileS,Ziristian County had
Shannon Wells and Kenneth
515 points to top the list of seven
Mikulcik are the soloists for the
bands in attendance.
. band.
Murray High did bring hothe
Megan Stroup and Michelle
four trophies for first in class,
Garland are section leaders for
best color guard. best perCussion,
nerelicsion - T,Pe Fcfpc

Only one point stood between
the Murray High Tiger Band and
the Sweepstakes. trophy at the
Lone Oak Invitational Band
Festiva I Saturday.

leader for the color guard, and
Heather Doyle is drum major.
Other section leaders are
Robert LaMastus. Anne-Marie
Hale. Kelly Bolls. Debbie Roos,
Shannon Wells, Becky Wolf. Lisa
Shoemaker. and Cri,ssy Wolf.
Chuck Bradley is assistant dirk.tor of the 'Murray High Band.
Other staff include Robt.rt Lyons.
Melanie Dawson. Jeff Graves..
and Arthur Davis. The bands
next contest is on September 2 .

NIurray High Band Members during competition.

Family Style Savings
20% to
25% off
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Infants' apparel.
It's all on sale!
Stock up on cozy clothes
and bedding needs for baby
All on sale! For example:
Sale 7.19 Reg. 8.99. Twopiece Toddletime sleeper
with print top and footed
solid-color bottom. Celanese
Fortrelg/polyester. Sizes /
1
2
to 3 with gripper waist,:
sizes 4 to 8 with boxer waist.
Drawstring gown in size /
1
2,
Reg 5.25 Sale 4.20
Sale 2.99 Reg. 3.99.
Tpddletimee all-in-one
Piluchdg in cute cotton knit
prints or solid-color terry
with contrasting trim.
Sizes S.M.L.
Sale 4.87 pkg. of 2 Reg.6.50.
Brushed cotton receiving
blanket with a cherry print.
Stitched edges_
Thermal acrylic crib blanket,
Reg $8 Sale $6
Bear-print cotton crib sheet.
Reg. 6.50 Sale 4.87

Playtimv-togs
• for tiny tots

Sale 2.74

Sale 2.99
Reg. 3.99. Twill boxer pants
of easy-care polyester/cotton
Solid colors for boys and girls
Infant/toddler sizes /
1
2 to 4

Sale $9
Reg. $12. Our cuddly combo
for your infant girl An angel
top with coordinating
corduroy boxer pants. Of
woven polyester/cotton in
solid colors. Sizes ..."2 to 4
_Infant boys' pant set, sizes
'./2 to Reg. $12 Sale $9
Infants' corduroy one-piece
crawler. sizes /
1
2 to 3,
Reg. 4.99 Sale 3.74

Your choice

Only 19.99
Our cherry flannel coordinates.
Mix and match the coordinates from this cherry flannel group
and
enjoy the professional look you'll portray. Group includes blouse,
plaid
or solid skirts. pants and blazer. Missy sizes

•

Save 33%
Entire Line of
Men's Suits

Sale '53.35
to '120.00
Reg $7999 to 180 00
Suit up in great
looking pin stripes.
plaids. and
solid suits Over
500 in stock
alterations not
available

Sale
8.99
Save $9 on our
nylon gown.
Orig. $18. Sleek and smooth with
touches of dainty embroidery,this
gown will add glamour to your
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Office: 759-1400
Catalog: 759-4080
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Studio arranger-performer
John Darnall-of Nashville. Tenn.
will present two guest lectures_
on Tuesday. Sept. 17 in the Price
'Doyle Fine Arts Center on the
Murray State University Campus as part of the Department of
Music's "Artist Series."
The topic of the 17:30 p.m. session will be "The Music Grad
Goes to Music City" and will
describe opportunities in
Nashville for music graduates.
The session in the Farrell
Recital Hall will be both
pragmatic and philosophical.
The second session, a lectureconcert to begin at 8 p.m. in the
Annex Recital Hall, is titled
"Studio Recording Techniques"
and will focus on the various
stages of record making from
concept to packaging, with
special emphasis on the musicians' roles during the recording
process. Live demonstrations of
actual musical arrangements
will feature musicians from the
MSU Department of Music.
Darnall, a 1967 MSU graduate
with a B.M.E. Degree, also attended Freed-Hardeman College, George Peabody College
and the -Eastman School of
Music.
His wide range of professional
experience includes playing in
Nashville recording studios,
working as a guitarist and string
bassist in TV orchestras,
managing an Indiana recording
studio and teaching courses on
studio recording techniques, arranging and history of pop
music at Anderson College. Darnall now arranges and produces
recordings, as well as playing
and singing in studios.
The general public is invited
to attend both of Darnall's lectures. The afternoon lecture is
free. The evening program is
free to MSU students, while
other guests are asked to donate
$3 to the Department of Music's
scholarship fund.
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Three injured in
traffic aecident

nights. Assorted solid colors.
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Darnall to present
guest lecture at
MSU on Tuesday

25% off
Reg. 3.66. Peppy polo shirt
in a choice of patterns and
solid colors. Of polyester/
cotton knit. For boy and girl
infant/toddler sizes /
1
2 to 4
(sizes /
1
2 and 1 with snap
shoulder).

lie Murray-Calloway County
Transit .
Authority Board met
recently in special session and
approved new routes for bus
service.
Calloway County schedules
are as follows:
—94 WettftLyzur Grove, Harrii
Grove, Hazel, 641 South on Mondays at 10:30 a.m...
—94 East, Pottertown, Irvan
Cobb, Faxon on Tuesdays at
10:30 a.m.
—121 North. Stella, Coldwater,
Kirksey on Wednesdays at 10:30
a.m.
—641 North, Almo, Dexter on
Thursdays at 10:30 a.m.
—121 South, Concord, Providence, Green Plains on
Fridays at 10:30 a.m.
City fixed routes are:
— Sycamore Street, Broad
Street, Riley Court, Ellis Drive,
Nash Drive, Hurt Drive, South
Manor, South 12th Street and
Poplar Street on Mondays
through Fridays at 9 a.m. and
1:30 p.m.
— North Fourth Street, North
Fifth Street, North Second
Street, North First Street, L.P.
Miller, Cherry, Ash, Olive
Street, North 12th Street, North
Murray Manor, Riveria,- MurKal Apartments, Fern Terrace
and Chestnut Street on Mondays
through Fridays at 9:30 a.m.
and 1:30 p.m.
The transit bus will still be
available to anyone on a.
demand-reponse basis if,.possible. Any medical or employment
trips will have first priority.
Information on any route is
available from the transit office
at 753-9725 between 7 a.m. and
4:30 p.m.

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Ky. 42071
Prices Effective thru Sun.

Three people were injured in a
traffic accident that occurred a
mile and a half south of Murray
on U.S. 641 at 8:20 a.m. today.
State police say that Logan
Dodd, 19, Buchanan,'Tenn., Rt.
2, was driving northbound on 641
when he apparently went to
sleep, crossed over into the
southbound lane and ran into the
vehicle driven by Pat Rowland,
72, Murray.
Dodd and Rowland
were
taken to Murray-Calloway County Hospital along- with
Rowland's wife, Virginia Sue
Rowland. 58, a. passenger in
Itowland's vehicle.
At press time, the thilee were
being treated at MCCH
emergency room and no information was available as to
whether they would be released
or admitted.
State police Trooper Joe
Oakley investigated the
accident.
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Rights and results
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royko says.

by mike royko

Getting high on headlines

A political leader is a jug- ment has filed a "friend-of.gler; he has to keep many the-courtbrief': defending
the
balls in the air at the same state's right to redraw its
legtime.
islative districts as a result of
•
He must act in the interests the 1980 census. More recent
"t
of a diverse citizenry; he must ly, several congressmen, led
"Next witne
ss."
4411inIance the needs of his own by Senate Majority Leader
"What is your name?"
..and other countries and he Robert Dole, R-Kan., and the
"Lefty McSpeed."
"Mr. McSpeed, what is your
- must consider the political Republican National Commitoccupation?"
fortune's of himself and his tee filed briefs opposing
the
party.
Reagan administration's posi- baseball player."
Case in point: President tion.
"And have you ever used
Reagan's current controversy
The principal issue is cocaine?"
"Have you?"
over voting rights with the whether the Voting Rights
"Please answer the question."
Republican National Commit- Act, as amended, guarantees
"I'll answer yours if you'll
tee and Republican leaders in that blacks will be elected
in answer mine. C'mon, have you
Congress.
direct proportion to their per- ever used it? Or smoked grass?
The deliberate pattern of centage of the population. The
—Mat is not relevant."
"Sure it is. Admit it, a lot
racial discrimination in state Reagan administration conmore lawyers than professional
and local elections during the tends that the law has no such
ballplayers snort coke and
19th century and part of the intention, and we agree with
smoke grass. That's because
20th century required federal the government's contention.
there are tens of thousands of
intervention to right this civil
Five years ago, the U.S. Su- you, but only a few hundred of
wrong. Thus the Voting Rights preme Court ruled that the
us. the law of averages, right?
Act was enacted in 1965 in Voting Rights Act could only So, what's the big deal if I
order to grant black Ameri- be used to challenge election snorted a little a couple of years
cans greater access to the bal- practices that were designed ago?"
"Ah,so you do admit to having
lot box and hence elective off- to discriminate against minor- used cocaine?"
ice.
"Sure. Hey, have you ever
ities. The high court also held
The statute's success is self- that the law could not be used thought about looking into drug
evident. In 1964, there were to demand that minorities be use by doctors? Holy smoke, I
only 280 black elected officials represented in elective office saw a TV documentary once
that really popped my eyes.
in this country — as of last in proportion td'their numbers There are doctors
who are halfJanuary, there were 6,056. in the population.
zapped most of the time. Wow,
During the last 20 years, for
The administration argues can you imagine having some
example, the number of black that the Voting Rights Act ex- guy who's all strung out checkregistered voters has in- tension condemns only those ing our your prostate?"
creased 28 percent in the state and local procedures
South alone.
that result in a denial of an
Such progress prompted -equal opportunity to particiCongress to extend the statute pate in the electoral process."
in 1982 for 15 more years. Inasmuch as blacks were
That extension, however, con- elected from several of the
tains a section that injects a challenged districts, it would
results test into the political seem that minorities were not
process that perverts the spir- denied equal access to the
it and intent of the original electoral process in North Caact. ,
rolina.
This controversial section
The congressional and RNC
stipulates that aggrieved par- briefs contend that the govties need only prove discrimi- ernment ought to be more
agnatory results rather than in- gressive in eliminating
even
tent by election officials. Ac- the appearance of discrim
inacordingly, courts are now tion in state and local
elecempowered to take into ac- tions. Although well-intencount the "totality of circum- tioned, this flawed reasoni
ng
stances" when considering would impose a quota system
complaints under the act. in the political process. Such
a
Such wording muddies ,,the precedent, moreover, would
water and invites legal chal- open the floodgates for suits
in
lenges concerning legislative federal courts charging disintent.
crimination where none actuFour years ago, blacks in ally exists.
North Carolina challenged a
The Voting Rights Act's iniredistricting plan, contending tial purpose was to discourage
that it diluted the power of discrimination at the
polls.
WASHINGTON (API — The
minority voters. A three-judge The statute has succeeded adreasons range from personal to
federal court subsequently mirably thus far and will conpolitical, but the fact is the
ruled in their favor, and in tinue to do so in the decades
to
Democrats' dream of regaining
1984 the U.S. Supreme Court come as long as it ensures
control of the Senate in 1986 is
agreed to consider the case.
equality of opportunity rather
suffering from the reluctance of
The U.S. Justice Depart- than equality of results. •
some of the party's strongest
I--

We are not here to discuss
modifies guys who hit the big
the medical profession."
bucks, do more sniffing and
"Well, you ought to be. If! get snorting than a hound dog.
high, so what? Worst that can
"That profession isn't on
happen is a ball lands on my
trial."
head. But you wouldn't get the
"Of course it isn't. Nobody's
kind of headlines from a doctor
profession is on trial except
that you get with me, right? I
mine. What about the guys who
mean, I hit .298 and had 25 home
drive those big trucks on the inruns last season, and you just
terstates? I hear some of them
'don't find doctors or lawyers
use all kinds of goofiness pills to
with those kinds of stats."
keep themselves going. Ill get a
"That has nothing to do with
little scrambled, maybe I throw
it. Now, did you ever observe
to the wrong base. If one of them
any of your fellow ballplayers
gets unhinged, he'll flatten three
using cocaine?"
cars before he even gets his foot
"Sure. And have you ever
on the brake. So, why aren't you
observed any of your fellow
talking to them? Afraid of the
lawyers doing it? You ever go to
Teamsters?"
a party and get offered a snort?
"If you keep this up, Lefty,
Or a hit off a joint?"
you could be held in contempt."
"I told you, that is not
"Well,
be honest: I do feel
relevant."
a certain contempt. This coun"It ought to be. I mean, there
try has been openly doing drugs
are tons of that stuff coming into
for the past 20 years. And this is
this country every year and if
the first time one occupation has
ballplayes are the only ones snifbeen singled out. I think maybe
fing it, we'd have to have noses
somebody is getting high on
like elephants."
headlines."
•'I ask you to give us the
"Your honor, will you order
names of the ballplayers you
the witness to answer my
saw using it."
questions?"
"Sure. And how about if you
"Oh, boy. now I'm getting it
give me the names of some of
from a judge. Not one ballplayer
your friends. What about your
has been accused of fixing
broker? I hear that some of
cases. So how come I'm sitting
those guys, especiallk the comdown here and you're sitting up

,..6A0l1L0 YOU NOT SE ABLE TO AIFFORO
ATIORNE.Y,11-1E GATE WILL. PROV DE ONE FOR
YOU' ON THE OUTStDE CHANCE YOL)SHOULD
BE CONVICTED AND ACTUALLY GO TO
,
14E cDTATE MUST PROVIDE MORE ATTORNEYS
10 ENDLESSLY PURSUE APPEALcD ON YOUR
CPeoe uNTiL YOU ARE RELEAED OR -NE
- rATE GOES BROKE , WHICHEVER_
THE es
IRST7
COME

washington today

thoughts in season
by Ken Wolf
After he returned from South
Africa recently, Reverend Jerry
Falwell,
Moral
Majority
spokesman and Pastor of Liberty Baptist Church,told reporters:
Apartheid is more a social
reality than a government
policy.
The implication of this comment, of course, is 'that so\tial
WRITE A LETTER — Letters
to the editor are welcomed and
encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the
writer's address and phone
number must be included for
verification. The phone number
will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten
and double-spaced if possible
and should be on topics of

realities should be seen as much
different from government
policies.
While this is often true, it is interesting that Brother Jerry likes
to push the American government to change social realities of
which he doesn't approve, but is
willing to excuse the South
African government's policy of
apartheid--both a social and
political reality.
general interest.
Letters must not be more than
500 words. Longer letters cannot
be piallishitd.
Editors keserve the right to
condense or reject any letter
and limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor: The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 1040, Murray, Ky.
42071.
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Money is the one clear advantage the Republicans have as
the two parties try to recruit the
strongest possible candidates.
Money may not be the deciding
factor in most decisions but it
certainly is a strong one in just
about all cases and espocially
those in which a potential candidate questions whether a race
would be worth the agony.
The latest disappointment for
the Democrats came when

U.S. Sen. Wendell Ford
Room 363
Russell Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510
U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard Jr.
2182 Rayburn House Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20515
All U.S. Senators and .Representatives may be reached by phone by.dialing (202 224-3121 where a U.S. Capitol
operator will connect you with the official of your choice.

State Rep. Freed Curd'
St.-Capitol Bldg:Frankfort. Ky.
or
1607 Sycamore
Murray. Ky. 42071

7

edge.

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell
Room 118
Russell Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510

State Rep. Lloyd C. Clapp
State Capitol Bldg.
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
or
P.O. Box 85
Wind,'Ky. 42088
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looking back

Ten years ago
Calloway Circuit Judge James
M. Lassiter accepted several
pleas entered in criminal matters before. him in Cirtiiit,Court
today.
A baby elephant is pictured as
part of show waiting for circusloving people from all over the
area at Murray-Calloway County Jaycee sponsored Circus to be
held here tonight.
Valerie Sue Wynn,daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy D. Wynn,
has been nazned as drum major
of Murray Midle School Seventh
Grade Band.
Officers of Hazel United
Methodist Church Women are
Mrs. J.R. Herning. Mrs. Tom
Scruggs, Mrs. Clate Wilson and
Mrs. Claude White.
Twenty years ago
Aviation Boatswain's Mate
Third Class Larry Myers USN,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert W.
Myers, Rt. 3. Murray, is serving
aboard attack aircraft carrier
USS Constellation.
Glen Kelso, 4-H Club leader
from Lynn Grove, was elected
former North Carolina Gov. Jim
as vice president of Purchase
Hunt announced last week that
Area 4-H Club at a meeting held
he will not run for the seat held
at Mayfield.
by Republican Sen. John East.
The Rev. Lloyd W. Ramer.
Hunt was regarded as one of pastor of First Methodist
the Democrats' best bets to win Church, Murray. will be speaker
one of the four Senate seats the at a revival meting at Hazel
Baptist Church. Sept. 19-24.
party needs to get a majority.
Thirty- years ago
"I really believe it is time I
The Four Winds of Murray
put my family first," said Hunt.
People close to the former State College won first prize in
governor insisted he was being Gospel Singing Contest at Farm
perfectly candid about his deci- Bureau Day at Kentucky State
Fair. Members are William
sion not to run.
Thomas
Parker and Olin Bryant
But Hunt also added that "it
would be a hard-fought cam- of Murray. and Gerald Nelson,
paign and because of the big Jimmy Cooper and Jerry Crutmoney that would be spent on chfield of Paducah.
Recent births reported at
the other side, I wo I have to
Murray Hospital include a girl
begin it right away.
to Mr. and Mrs. Berkard Megow
'VW° years ago. Hunt challengand a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
ed Republican Sen. Jesse Helms
Walter Goode Jr.
and they waged a bitter $25
Dr. and Mrs. Harry U.
million campaign, the most exWhayne and famlly of Fort
pensive in history. Helms spent Worth. Texas,
have recently
nearly $17 million of the total
moved to Murray where Dr.
and his conservative fundWhayne will Practice medicine
raising apparatus is geared up
in Butterworth, Clinic on Main
to back East, or another
Street.
Republican if the senator bows
out because of poor health.
The pickings looked promising
for the Democrats early in 1985.
111.4111cNsu5ht Synd Inc
Of the 34 seats up for re-election
I
next year, 22 are held by
Republicans. But as any
Democrat looks at a Senate
race, the prospects are that the
Republican candidate will be
well-financed.
Gov. Robert Graham of
Florida is poised to challenge
GOP Sen. Paula Hawkins in
what will be one of the bigmoney races of 1986. Graham is
one of the strongest Democratic
contenders and has the ability to
raise the millions he'll need for
his challenge.
In the case of another strong
Democrat who said no to a
Senate race.-Gov. Bruce Babbitt
of Arizonan money may have
been less a factor than his decision that the Senate would not be
the best platform for a presidential campaign.

by donald m. rothberg

How to reach your elected officials

State Sen. Greg Higdon
State Capitol Bldg.
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
or
Rt. 2, Fancy Farm, Ky. 42039
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potential candidates to run next
year.
If that trend continues and the
Republicans retain their Senate
majority, GOP money may prove to have been the decisive

there? All I did was put-a little
powder in my- nose; I didn't put
a bag - of money under my
robes."
"Lefty, are you ashamed of
what you did? Do you regret
your adventures with an illegal
substance? Do you publicly renounce your evil Ways?"
"If it makes you happy, sure,
I'll go along with that. But do
you regret the malice that is in
your heart? The hunger for
hevilines, the envy of my
salary, the desire to humiliate
me and others in order to further
your public career?"
"I caution you..."
"And what about that fellow
sitting there taking notes — the
well-known writer who has been
heaping contempt on us in his
articles? Does he regret the
three times he got nailed for
drunk driving and called his pal.
the police chief, to get him off
the hook? Or when he hired a
crooked alderman to be his
lawyer? Hah! Get him up on the
witness stand, and grill him
about hypocrisy."
"Lefty, you are a disgrace to a
great American game."
"How can you say that? I
thought that what we're doing
here was .pla.ying • a great
AmeriCan game."

6RAF1F11111
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MURRAY TODAY
,Guier will speak
‘MYKEI.I.
Vo.ociated Press IA eller

LOUISVILLE, Ky. Storytelling was the
entertainment of the
day when Lee Pennington was a. youngster
in Greenup County. with
townfolk gathering at
the courthouse square
or the country store to
listen or give an
account
Those scenes have
disappeared, but Pennington believes the art is
enjoying a renaissance.
much like folk music in
the 1960s.
H .e and other
organizers, of the
Louisville's annual Corn
Island Storytelling
Festival have helped
regionally in the
resurgence.
The 10th annual
renewal of the celebration, named for an
island now covered by
the Ohio River near
Louisville's wharf, will
feature an evening of
tales in Long Run
ce mete ry . where
Abraham Lincoln's
grandfather is buried.
Last year, when the
ghost stories began at
nightfall, about 3,000
people had to be turned
away because the event
had sold out. The
C emete ry has a capacity
it about :100 or "8.000,
if everybody's real
7
friendly." he said.
'That's a bizarre
thought. 7,000 people sittillg together tisteningto
stories." said Pennington. 46 But he
doesn't think the intimacy necessary for
storytelling is compromised. "It'srjast like
a great big old family."
Ticket sales have
doubled this year and

some events likely will
sell out again. People
from 17 states are expected to descend_ on
Louisville to listen and
participate when the
two-day festival begins
Friday. Sept,20.
There will be plenty/of
yarn-spinners, too. But
Pennington said
something will be
lacking.
"We're really on the
lookout for
centenarians," he said
last week. ''We've written all over the country
but had little success."
Organizers have
recruited three
storytellers older than
100. Frank Smith of
Louisville, who- elailns
he is 117 and the oldest
American-born citizen
in the nation. and Quint
Guier. 1)2. of Murray.
will be returning. Mary
Snow. 103. of Louisville,
will make her first appearance before an expected audience of
10.000-plus.
•
Pennington said he
had read that 600 to 700
centenarians are living
in the United States and
wished that more would
come to Louisville each
autumn for the festival.
-I realize that many of
them • are not quite so
mobile as the three that
we have."
The,CornIstand event
bills itself as the nation's largest and one of
its two oldest storytelling gatherings.Jts bitt
also features stories on
a Belle of Louisville
cruise and a new
storytellers session.
Tales also will be told at
the Louisville Water
Tower, built in the late
is00s, and Locust
Grove, George Rogers

Quint. Guicr. guest speaker Clark's last home.
A group called the International Order of
E.A.R.S. Inc. took over
sponsorship of the
festival last year. "I'm
not allowed to tell you
what the acronym
stands for." Pennington
said. ''I'm sworn to
secrecy."
•
Most of the group's
members are Kentuckians, although
about one-third are scattered in 20 other states,
Canada and Mexico.
Pennington attributes
the .success of the
festival to the dedication of the members,
many of whom
volunteer their time to
work at the festival. In
addition to that, which
Pennington said
amounted to about
$100,000 worth of man-

power last year, the initials, EARS.. "are
two of the most important things to the
storyteller, the
listener."
In the 1970s. Pennington was a member of
the board of directors of
the Jonesborough,
Tenn., storytelling
festival, the first in the
United States.
The Louisville festival
has grown frorri in audience of nine the first
year, but Pennington
wants to avoid expanding the events to accommodate mere
people.
"We don't want to lose
the intimate nature of
storytelling and sense of
the audience being invorved," he said. "If we
have to issue opera
glasses, we're going to
back off."

Adams, Betty Scott, Sue
Costello and Nancy
Haverstock:
Tee- 5 - Virginia
Schwettman, Diane
Villanova. Mary
Frances Bell and Edith
Garrison:
Tee 6 - Louise Lamb,
Martha Sue Ryan. Lula
Bingham and Ethelene
McCallon
Tee 7 - Billie Cohoon,
Peggy Shoremaker,
Fred Steely and Nancy
Fandrich;
Tee 8 - Molly Booth,
Rowena Cullom. Chris
Graham and Euldene
Robinson;
Tee 9 - LaVerne
Ryan, Mary Bell
Overbey, Mary Bazzell
and Elizabeth
Slusmeyer:
Winners of golf play
on Sept. 11 have been
announced by Billie
Cohoon. hostess. as

Homeowners
Insurance

IT'S A
PERSONAL
THINC
Every:Doc, does not have
the same HomeoWners
coverage needs Slate
Auto recognizes this and
provides many many
options so that you,
insurance can be tailored
to your particular situation
And several coverages are
combined in our package
at substantia; savings
Well see that you get all
the protectioruou need
without the eense Of
unnecessary coverage
and at attractive rates
Cal: us You'll find we re
friends yfou can depend on

follows:
Championship flight
- Betty Jo Purdom.
first, Mary Bogard,
second;
First flight Margaret Shuffett, first,
Cathryn Garrott,
second;
Second flight Ethelene McCallon.

first, Mary Frances
Bell, second;
Third flight - Billie
Cohoon, first. Peggy
Shoemaker and Rowena
Cullom, tied for second;
fourth flight - Carol
Edwards, first, Della
Miller, second;
Low putts - Mary
Frances Bell.

control c•nbir 753-3314

Newborn admission's
and dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Friday.
Sept. 13, have 'been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Baby Boy Colson.
parents. Stanley and
Teresa. Rt. 6, Box 60B.
Murray;
.
Baby Boy Garriott,
parents, James and
Brenda, Rt, 8, Box 425,
Murray;
Baby Girl McKnight,
parents, Gary and Rita.
Rt. 2, Box 120. Murray;
Baby Girl Coursey,
parents. Terry and Jennie, Coach Estates DI,
Murray;
Baby Boy Miller,
parents, Stephen and
Sharon. Box 901, Paris,

Mrs. William M. president; Mrs. Glen
Barker will be hostess Hodges. secretary;
for the meeting of the Mrs. Barker. treasurer;
J.N. Williams Chapter Mrs. John J. Livesay.
of the United Daughters registrar; Mrs,__Frecl
Gingles. historian; Mrs.
of the Confederacy.
The meeting will be -Douglas Shoemaker,
Wednesday. Sept. 18, at chaplain.
Committees are as
1:30 p.m.-at the Barker
follows:
home.
Hospitality - Mrs.
Dr. Mildred Hatcher
will present the pro- Edward Davis and Mrs.
gram on "Jefferson J.O. Chambers:
Magazine - Dr.
Davis - His Later
Visher;
Years."
Membership - Mrs.
Mrs. Inez Claxton,
president, urges all Barker;
Patriotic activities members to attend.
Other officers are Dr. Mrs. Laura Jennings
Halene Visher, vice and Mrs. Harding
president; Mrs. N.A. Wells;
Publicity - Mrs.
Ezell, second vice president; Mrs. Leonard William S. Major and
Vaughn, third vice Mrs. Livesay:

Telephone - Mrs.
Darrell Mitchell and
Mrs. Timothy Graves;
Yearbook and ProVisher.
Hatcher and Mrs.
Hodges.
Mrs. Sallie T. Guy
presented the program
at a recent meeting of
'the chapter tild at
Sirloin Stockade.
Wearing a dress of
woven material of her
own design, Mrs. Guy
exhibited several other
woven dresses and suits
of her creation. Of particular interest was an
afghan of unusual
design which lent itself
to seyeral ways of wearing it, all of which were
"cover-ups."

FREE PIE

—Tuesday—Sept. 17th—All Day—

1

407 Maple St
soutss.de 01 the ct sQue,e

nen,ese -'

Dan McNutt
State Auto Insurance
A frAKK1 100t,Cl"ctepe,
ct

lielf/faIrGe
VIDEO TAPE •
VCR RENTALS
mon.-Si“. It am.10 pm
Sun. 1 pm -10 pm

Tenn.
Dismissals
Cecil Taylor, Rt. 1.
Almo; Mrs. Ovie
McPherson, 101 Spruce
St.. Murray; Mrs. Ruth
Bazzell, Rt. 7, Mayfield;
Miss Bobbie Wilcox, 502
South Sixth St., Murray;
Milton Armstrong, 313
North Sixth St.. Murray; Miss Alecia Smith,
Rt. I, Mayfield ; Mrs.
Karen Payne and baby
girl, Rt. 1, Box 502,
Calvert City;
Sammie Morris, 207
Friendship Dr.. Fulton;
William &liter. 103
South 12th St., Murray;
Mrs. Janet Maupin, and
baby girl, Rt. 1, Box
46A, Springville, Tenn.;
Kennie Williams, 1401
Cardinal Dr.. Murray;

UDC Chapter will meet at the Barker home

zat e thJ6t

753 4451

.11r. and.1Irs. Claude 13Litler.fr.

Nell-boms and dismissals listed by hospital .

No Obligation, No Gimmicks,
Nothing To Buy
We just want you to enjoy a nice fresh
slice of the very best homemade pie
in town, Absolutely FREE!

PURDOM,
THURMAN
& MCNUTT

reception on Sunday

Mr. and Mrs. Claude
Butler Jr. of Rt. 3, Benton, will be honored in
celebration of their 25th
wedding annisversary on
Sunday Sept. 22..
A receptionTbokted by
their children. will be
from 2 to 4 p.m. at the
New Zion Missionary
Baptist Church in Marshall County.
All friends and
relatives are invited to
attend.
Mr. arid Mrs. Butler
Jr. were married Sept.
30, 1960, at New Zion
Missionary Baptist
Church.
The Rev. Terry Clapp
officiated. Their attendants were Jerry Inman
and Donna Humphrey
Thurmond.
Mrs. Butler, the
former Diane Humphrey, is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Humphrey of Benton. Her
mother is the former
Ruby iRule.
Mr. Butler is the son
of Mrs. Ruby Gossett
Butler and the late
Claud Butler of Benton.
They haVe two
daughters, Mrs. Mike
(Leishat Vaughn of
Baton Rouge, La.. and
Mrs. Tracy (Tammy
Cleaver of Murray; and
two sons. Danny Butler
and David Butler. both
of Benton.

GHOSMUSTERS
LETS GET SLIMED
ONE MORE TIME.
THEY RE BACK!

Ngierray Ledger & Times
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Murray Country Club women will play golf
The ladies of the Murray Country Club will
play golf on Wednesday,
Sept IS. with Edith Garrison as hostess.
A shot-gun tee-off will
be at 9,30 a.m. Persons
rot listed but desiring to
play may call Mrs.
Garrison.
The lineup is as
follows.
Tee IA - Betty Jo
Purdom, Veneta Sexton.
Betty Lowry and
Jeriene Sullivan;
Tee 18 - Frances
Parker. Della Miller,
Carol Edwards and Patty Claypool:
Tee 2 - Evelyn Jones.
Margaret Shuffett.
Cathryn Garrott and
Polly Seale:
Tee 3 - Betty
Stewart. Jane Fitch,
Madelyn Lamb and
lam Mavity:
Tee 4 - Anna Mary

Jo Burkcen

7,4_ in
r a 14 arit
U.S. 641 North—Murray
One slice per customer-no corryouts.

Mrs. Guy has taught
classes and workshops
at Murray State University and for the Tennessee Valle_y Authority. She is a Phi Beta
Kappa graduate of the
University of
Rochester.
She is a member of
the Board of Directors
of the Handweavers
Guild of America and a
member of the Midwest
Weavers and also of the
Kentucky Guild of Artists and Craftsmen.
A new member present was Mrs. D.W.
Dockery. Beth Yates,- a
Murray State University student and applicant
for the UDC scholarship, also was present.

Harold Mohundro, Rt. 2.
Hazel; R.W. Scarborough, Rt. 2. Dover,
Tenn.; William
Holbrook, 414 South 11th
St., Murray;
----

Eugene Frank. Box 62.
New Concord;
Earnestine Skinner. 206
Pine St., Murray; Mrs.
Opal Hopkins, Rt. 3.
Murray;
----

Newborn admissions
and dismissals at
Murray-Caltoway County Hospital for Saturday. Sept. 14, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Baby Girl Lee.
parents. Randy and
Kathy, Rt. I. Box 154A,
Dexter; •
Baby Boy Webb,
parents. Timothy and
Donna, Rt. 2. Box 415.
Dover. Tenn.;
Baby Boy Boggess,
parents, James and
Sheila. 1608 A College
Farm Rd., Murray;
,
Baby Girl Martin,
parents, David and
Pamela, 809 Sunny
Lane, Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Bonnie Coleman.
Rt. 3, Murray; Antrun
Russell, Rt, 1, Paris,.
Tenn.; Christopher
Stone, Rt. 1, Dexter;
Mrs. Pamela Henderson and baby bOy, Rt. 9.
Ray's Trailer Park,
Benton; Mrs. Faustine
Walker, Rt. 8. Murray;
Mrs. Fedelia Grogan,
Box 544. Murray;
Dave' Burrow, 214
Ellis L5r.. Paris, Tenn.;
Miss Jennifer Vaughan,
221 Central Ave:,
Mayfield; Max Herndon, Rt. 1, Almo; Mrs.
Lois Lee, Rt. 2.
Buchanan, Tenn.;
William Murrah, HC
185, New Concord;

Newborn admissions
and dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Sunday.
Sept. 15, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Baby Girl Camper,
parents, Elbert and
Carolyn, Rt. 2. Box 129,
Puryear, Tenn.;
Baby Girl Sadler.
parents, Barry and
Cathy. Rt, 1, Box 101A.
Farmington.
Dlsrnissals
Miss Caroline Larson.
303 College Courts, Murray; Mrs. Shelly Tomsic, Rt. 1, Gilbertsville;
Miss Deann Ballard, Rt.
I, Benton; Aubrey
Woods, Rt. 5. Murray;
Miss Diane Hounshell,.
215 South 11th St., Murray; Miss Amy Fennell,
1,-Hardini-MissRina
Rickman, Rt. 6. Benton;
Anthony Miller, 903
North 18th St.. Murray;
Mrs. R.achel
Williams, 204 Court Dr.,
Fulton; Mrs. Yvonne
Duncan, 205 South 16th
St., Murray; Ralph
Williams, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tenn.; Johnny
Abbott, South Side
Manor, Murray.
Miss Rachel Lofton.
825 Hurt Dr., Murray;
Mrs. Lois Sammons (expired ) Convalescent
Division, MCCH; Bobby
Gene Wiggins (expired)
Rt. 1, Water Valley.
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Couple plans for October wedding

Ma&day,Sept. 16
Tuesday. Sept. 17
Tuesday,Sept. 17
Wednesday,Sept. 18
Murray Chapter of
A Day of Recollection,
Murray TOPS I take.
Diet and Diabetes
Mr. and Mrs. N.L.
Professional sponsored by Legion of off pounds sensibly
meeting-will be at 2 p.m. Rowland of Murray anSecretaries Intonational Mary, will start at 8:30 Club
will meet at 7 p.m. and Bereavement Sup- nounce
the approaching
will meet at 7 p.m. at a.m. at St. Leo's
at Calloway County port Group will meet at
marriage of their
Commerce Centre, Catholic Church.
Health Center.
9:30 a.m. in third floor daughter, Jail-et Leann,
Highway 641 North.
------classroom, Murray- to William Gregory
---Christian Women's
Murray Assembly No. Calloway County Leech
of Mayfield, .son
Theta Department of Club of Murray will
19 Order of the Rainbow Hospital.
of Mrs. Jerry (Mayme
Murray Woman's Club have a luncheon from for Girls will meet
at 7
---Jewell of Decatur, Ill.,
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at noon to 2 p.m. at Seven p.m.
at lodge hall.
Ladies Day Golf Play and Joe Leech of
club house.
Seas Restaurant.
---will start at 9:30 a.m. at Tupelo. Miss.
---Music
Murray Courifty Club. .
Departmen
t
of
The bride-elect is the
Community Action
John Darnall,„studio
granddaughter Of Mr.
meeting of West Ken- guitartist and arranger, Murray Woman's Club
Ladies day events at and Mrs. Edgar
tucky Allied Services will present a lecture will Meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Oaks Country Club will Rowland of Murray and
.
will meet at 7 p.m. at and demonstration club house.
include golf and bridge of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Douglas Community about studio recording
at 9:30 a.m. and lun- Raymond Taylor of
Center.
Murray
Optimist
Club
techniques at 8 p.m. in
cheon
at noon.
Gleason, Tenn.
---Recital Hall, Fine Arts is scheduled to meet at
Ms. Rowland is a
Murray Lodge No. 105 Building. Murray State 6'30 p.m. at Homeplace
MSU Chess Club will graduate of Murray
Family Restaurant.
Free and Accepted University.
meet from 6 to 11 p.m. in High School and of
Masons will have a
---Free blood pressure Mississippi Room, Draughon's Business
potluck supper at 6 p.m.
Comedian Scott Jones
checks
I
will be given Third Floor, Curris College.
and meeting at 7:30 will present a free cofThe groom -elect is the
p.m. to honor 50, 40 and feehouse performance from noon to 2 p.m. at Center, Murray State
University.
grandson of Mrs. Alta
25 year members and at 8 p.m. in Stables Murray Seventh-day
---Clapp and the late
past masters.
Lounge, Curris Center, Adventist Church.
Events at Calloway Brack Clapp of Mayfield
------Murray State
Public Library will in- and of the late Mrs.
Senior
citizens
acUniversity
.
Parents Anonymous
tivities will be at 9:30 clude Parents and Twos Ruth Usher of Mayfield.
---will meet from 6 to 8
Mr. Leech is a
a.m.
at Dexter Center; at 9:30 a.m. and Story**
Potato
Basket
p.m. For information
Hours at 10:30 a.m. and graduate_ of Marshall
from
10
a.m.
to
2
p.m.
at
Workshop
is
scheduled
762-6862,
days
or
call
3:30 p.m.
County High School. He
at 9:30 a.m. at pavilion Hazel and Douglas
762-6851.
---is employed as Sales
Centers;
from
10
a.m.
to
by
old
courthouse
in
--Hazel and Douglas and Service Manager at solemnized on
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
All friends and ray Couhtry Club.
SaturProspective Member Murray-Calloway CounCenters will be open P & H General Tire of day. Oct. 12. in
relatives
a
are invited to
private
ty
Park.
For
informaInvitations will be
Night will be from 7 to 8
Mothers Morning Out from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Mayfield.
ceremony at the home the reception at 4 p.m. sent to
p.m.' at Murray Moose tion call 753-1452. •
out-of-town
The - wedding will be of the bride-elect
will be at 9 a.m. at First for activities by senior
on Oct. 12. at the Mur- guests only.
---Lodge.
citizens.
Prepared Child Birth United Methodist
------Classes
will be from 7 to Church..
Fresh Start, a smokEvents in Land- Beting cessation class to 9 p.m. in third floor
ween the Lakes will inB a z a a
r
help smokers kick the classroom. Murray Skywalk a,t 2 p.m.
clude
Workshop Luncheon
Ladies day events at Marsha Hendren, Linda Bronda Parker and
habit, will be from 7 to 9 Calloway County
Pond Visitor
Golden
at
Essie Caldwell. Earlene
will
be
at 10 a.m. at
Oaks Country Club will Roach and Donna Kathryn Outland;
p.m. in third floor Hospital. For informaCenter.
Woods and Marg Hitz
First
United
Methodist
be held on Wednesday, Roberts.
classroom, Murray- tion call Nancy Orr R.N.
Tee 3 - Ada Sue
Winners of golf play
Church.
Sept.
18.
_
Calloway County
Bridge will be played Roberts, Sallyann on Sept. 11
have been
---A luncheon will be at 9-r3-0 a.m. with Sawyer, Shirley Wade
First District of KenHospital.
released by Erma Tu( k.
Murray
Branch
of
served
tucky
Congress
at
of PTA
noon—with Suzanne Doyle. phone and Grace James;
---hostess, as follows:
Maxa Reed and Virginia 753-8250, as hostess.
Racer Club will meet will hold the sixth an- American Association
Tee 4 - Maxine
Championship flight
University
of
Women
Jones
nual
superinte
as
ndant,
hostesses.
at 6 p.m. at Seven Seas
Pranger, Florence - Burlene Brewer..
Golf
will
featured
a
Reservations should be
principal, and life will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Restaurant.
"luncheon day scram- Hensley. Doris Rcise and first. Maxim:I:_r_a.nger.
by made by today.
membership dinner at 7 home of Marian Fuller,
Sue Stone;
---second, Lou `barnell.
Others serving on the ble" -at 9:30 a.m. with
A City-wide Court of p.m. at Southwest King Richard Drive,
Tee 5 - S.h.e-I b a third:
Vickie
Oliver
as
hostess.
Murray.
luncheon
Calloway
committee are
Elementary
BOSTON (AP)- In a
Honor for Boy Scout
First flight - Doris
Those wishing to play Barnett. Linda Roach.
single glorious month, Mary Alice Smith, Polly
Troops 45 and 77 will'be School.
Sue Wells and Erma :Kose, first I'eggy_
and,
not..
•
listed
-in,
the
Seale,
Juanita Stallohs,
A.A will meet at 8 p.m. Janice 'Wth-erac
at 7 p.m. at First United
Tuck;
second, Bronda Parker.
Senior Citizen Olym- at American Legion complished what any Linda Oliver, Benita lineup should call Mrs.
Methodist Church.
third;
Oliver
at
753-9384.
Covey,
Joyce
pics
will start at 9:30 Building, South Sixth two people might dream
Fortin,
---Tee 6 - Vickie Oliver.
The lineup is as
of - her first book was Pam Saddoirs, Jean
Stroke Support Group a.m. at Noble Park, and Maple Streets.
Mabel
Rogers. Mary C
Second flight - Sue
follows:
published, and her first Roberts, Sue Wells.
will have an organiza- Paducah.
Lamb and Linda Oliver; Stone, first. Sue Wells,
---Tee 1 - Burlene
tional meeting at 6 p.m.
Tee 7 - Jennifer second, Shirley Wade.
Martin- 's Chapel record album was Jackie Gresham. Cyndi
Smith, Mary Wells, Brewer, Martha Butter- Crouse. Melva Hatcher. third:
Murray Moose Club United Methodist issued.
in private dining room
"It was a real coin- Shirley Martin, Beverly worth, Irene Woods and Lou Darnell and Mary
of Murray-Calloway will have officers Church Women will
Third flight - Martha
meeting at 7 p.m. and meet at 7 p.m. at cidence," the 34-year- Galloway, Dwan Hazel Beale;
County Hospital.
Butterworth. first. LinGwaltney, Joyce
enrollment meeting at 8 church.
old concert pianist an
Tee 2 - Laura
---Tee 9 - Murrelle da Oliver, second,
p.m.
author said. "It's very Hamlin, Marg Hitz, Parker. Peggy Noel, Walker, Carolyn Parks. Kathryn Outland, third.
Tuesday.Sept. 17
Wednesd- ay,Sept. 18
ironic that you work all
The Homeplace-1850
J.N. Williams Chapter of your life in obscurity
and Golden Pond Visitor
Story Hours will be at Of the-Thifted Daughters and frustration" and
Cent er
10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. of the Confederacy will then the two things hapTheater/Planetarium at
at Calloway Public meet at 1:30 p.m. with pen at once.
Land -Between the
Its Ft 1%1101 I'll V. NI 1151111
their own, with those not "head of household." age 45,. compared to 27.2
Library.
5....ciAlvd Pre'.-.% riter
Mrs. William M.
Her novel, -The
Lakes will be closed
married or cohabiting which feminist groups percent- in 1970.
---Barker.
Secret Life of Eva
WASHINGTON - The more often remaining found objectionable.
today.
-1.n fact. in 3 out of 5
Social
A
Security
---Hathaway," was number of unmarried with their parents.
---Householder is the per- unmarried . couples in
Representative will be
Murray
-Calloway published Aug. 23 by couples living together
Health Express of
"A number of factors son contacted by census 19S4, both partners were
at Miller Courthouse County Heart Unit of Donald I. Fine Inc. of
has more than tripled
Murray-Calloway Counmay
be contributing to takers and other less than 35 years- of
Annex from 10 a.m. to Kentucky Affiliate of New York. Her record
since 1970, climbing to the change in the living members of the home age.
ty Hospital will be at
report added.
noon.
American Heart album, "Strauss Waltz nearly 2 million as arrangeme
Courthouse at Dover.
nts of young are defined in relationThe report found that
--Associatio
n will meet at Transcriptions," was young Americans con- men and women, inTenn.. from 8 to 10:30
ship to that individual.
in 1984 the median age
Retirees of Local 1068 4 p.m. in Community- -issued two weeks earlier
tinue to postpone mar- cluding the postponea.m. and at Farmer &
The Census Bureau for people getting marof
UAW-AFL-CIO
and
Room of North Branch by Academy Sound and riage. the Census ment of marriage,
Merchants Bank at
rise does not ask people ried for the first time
other area locals will of Peoples Bank.
Vision Ltd. of London.
Bureau reported in divorce, emphasis on about the nature of their was 25.4 years for
Burnous Mills, Tenn..
men
have a covered dish sup---"We're of course try- Sunday.
from noon to 2 p.m.
advanced education. relationships with one and 23 years for women:
per at First Christian
Health
ing
to
Express
make
the
of
whole
There
were 1,988.000 employment problems another, and unmarried That was the highest
---Church at 5:30 p.m.
Murray-Calloway Coun- thing happen again." unmarried couple and high housing
Living With Diabetes
costs." couples can range from age at first marriage lot---ty Hospital will be at said Ms. Weber, who households as of March the report
will meet at 2 p.m. in
said.
young folks cohabiting women ever recorded..
Quilt Lovers will meet Dees Bank of Hazel has a recording session
-1984. the Census Bureau
third floor classroom,
The total of 1.9 million to an invalid with a live- and the top for men,
at 6 p.m. at Calloway from 9 to 11 a.m. and at scheduled for February
said in a study of unmarried couples in in nurse.
Murray-Calloway Counsince 25.9 in 1900.
County Public Library.
Crossland Grocery from and is writing a second Marital Status and -Liv- 1984 was up from 523.000
ty Hospital.
However,
changes
Marriage age records
in
---12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
novel.
ing Arrangements.
---such couples in 1970 and the makeup of unmar- were begun in,1890 when
The-report algo- found I.6
'in--the 1-980 ried couples ran''offer the -median fdr women
that young people are census, the agency said. some indications of how was 22 and for men 26.1
postponing marriage.
And besides 'increas- this group has changed
Marriage age had
with median age at ty- ing in number, the over the years.
been dropping steadily
ing the knot higher than couples themselves are
For example, unmar- -in this century
- A City-wide -Court of Honor for Boy Scout
at any time since the considerably different ried couples are
The Murray-Calloway Heart Unit of Kentucky
Troops 45 and 77 will be held tonight Monday at
turn of the century.
from those counted in younger today than in
Affiliate of American Heart Association will
7 p.m. at Fkrst United Methodist Church, South
And it noted that just 1970 - being younger the past.
meet Wednesday. Sept. 18, at 4 p.m. in the ComFifth and Maple Streets. Murray. Awards in
since the 1980 census. and more likely to have
The 1984 figures show
munity Room of the North Branch of Peoples
recognition will be made to all scouts of the two
young people have a man as householder.
that in 77.6 percent of
Bank. Irma La Follette. president of the local
units for their achievements during the past few
shown less inclination to
The term householder unmarried couples. the
unit, urges all members and interested persons
months. All parents and interested persons are
set
housekeepi
up
on
ng
has
replaced the older householder was under
to attend.
invited and urged to attend, according to a-Scout
spokesman.
_
We .1111111".
The Citizens for Better Education in -Calloway
County, Inc., will meet Thursday. Sept. 19. at
7:30 p.m. in Annex of Calloway Public Library.
The Murray-Calloway County Chapter of KenCarol Thompson. president, urges all ,parents
tucky Association for Gifted Education (KAGE
and any other interested citizens to attend this
Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake
will meet-Thursday. Sept. 19, at 7 p.m. in Murray
and all meetings of the CBECC. Following the
Middle School Library. Representatives from
annual business meeting, a program entitled
Murray City and Calloway County Schools
**Parents - Partners In Our Children's
Districts' gifted and talented programs will be
Education."
This Week's Special
discussing planned activities for the year. All in. °
Hwy. 641 S.
terested persons are invited to attend, a
4 Pc. Broasted Chicken Dinner
Murray, Ky.
spokesman said.
The Calloway County Association for Retarded
753-7688
Citizens will meet Thursday. Sept. 19. at 7 p.m. at
We
CARE About
(Regular Orders Only)
W.A.T.C.H.' IWOrk activities training center for
YOUR Well Being
Otter Good Sept 17-Sept, 22
the handicapped Center. 702 Alain St.. Murray.
Local persons recently dismissed from
The by-laws will be updated and a "get ac...With Full
Owners
Sue
Lowe
and
Williams
Paducah hospitals include Lottie Hall and Elmer
quainted" time will be held, according to Ed
Ott Hwy 121 South
Located Approximately
436-5496
Service...
Sholar. Murray, from Western Baptist: Mark
Davis. president, who urges all members and in15 miles South of Murray
Miller of Murray. Lourdes
...Law
Prices...
terested persons to attend.

Janet I.cann Rowland:Ind

Grcl.,Yori- 1,c-2-cch OH marry

Golf, bridge, lunchchon planned at the Oaks

Janice W'cbcr
accomplishes
two honors

ALinv unmarried couples nolx

11% iiJg

together

DATEBOOK

Court of Honor tonight

Heart I -nit will meet

Uncle
Jeff's
Discount
Pharmacy

"I

CBECC meetine-,
a planned

KAGE plans meeting

Cypress Springs Restaurant

Open Everyday Except Monday

CCARC plans meeting

$2.99

Patients dismissed

GOOD LUCK LAKERS!
Homecoming Specials
Great Styles by Generra.
Union Bay, Brittania &
Saturdaw

Young Men's Sweaters,
Pants & Shirts

At Both Stores

NuthinglIttin 'fang TIO
414 Main

All

20% Off
(Prices Good Thru Sept 21)

1302 Chestnut

111..111.1
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FARM AND AG NOTES

Mirrray Ledger 81 Times

MSU marketing senior learned about the
farming industry first-hand at Monsanto)
Teresa Scheetz of
Cape Girardeau, Mo.. a
marketing major at
.
'Murray State University, learned about the
farming industry first
hand as a summer intern this year for the
agricultural division of
the Monsanto Company.
Ms. Scheetz, along
with seventeen other interns from across the
United states, spent one
week for orientation and
training at the Monsanto World Headquarters
in St. Louis, Mo.
For the next 10 weeks,

she was located in
Jonesboro, °Ark., from
where, she traveled
around the state and in
the Bootheel of
Missouri.

agreed to plant test
plots for Monsanto!
by
using Lasso on one area
and the other herbicide
on another area. She
measured the growth
rate, plant connt, and
crop stress attributable
to the herbicide used in
each area.

She covered 12,000
miles collecting
marketing research
data which compared
Monsanto's Lasso herDuring the orientation
bicide with another herweek, Ms. Scheetz
bicide, reporting once a
learned about the herweek to the district
bicides and crops so that
sales manager in Memshe could answer the
phis, Tenn.
farmers' questions.
Ms. Scheetz visisted
"You get really close
farmers who had earlier to your product. It

becomes your best
friend." she said.
At the end of the summer, Ms. Scheetz co/related the information
that she had collected
and presented her findings at the Monsanto
World Headquarters. A
second survey will be
conducted on the same
crops at harvest time to
complete the research.
A senior at Murray
State. Ms. Scheetz will
graduate in May. She
plans to pursue a career
in marketing.

Tractors leading cause of fatalities
1.0t-ISVII.I.E. Ky. Al' I - The potential for
larrn-related- accidents reaches a peak during
the late-summer harvest season, and tractors
are the leading cause of fatalities. agriculture officials say
The dangers of -tract( or driving are especiallY
prevalant in Kentucky. which led the nation ni
the number of tractor and machinery fatalities.
:iccording to the Kentucky Farm Bureau.
Its National Farm Safety Week, and farm
bureau officials are emphasizing measures to
prevent tractors accidents. particularly those
that occur on highways.
The statistics on farm -related accidents and
fatalities point,to the dangers:
-.The National Safety Council estimates that
agricultural - accident's caused 1.700 deaths and
1,s0.4 N 41 disabling injuries last year nationwide.
- In the last three years_ Kentucky has
recorded 135 farming-related fatalities, according to the Kentucky Farm Bureau. There have
't-e0
-1
0 tractdr-related
last-three'
years
- There werV 232 highway accidents in Kentucky last year involving farm equipmentwith
eight farm equipment operators and two
motorists killed
- Tractors are involved in about 39 percent of
the, state's. farm -related fatalities with most of
the deaths resulting from accidents in which
tractors overturn, according to I,arry Piere y. extension safety specialist in the University 40 Ken tan ky College of Agriculture.

Keep this
list near
your
flashlight.

- The Kentucky Fat n Bureau repo brted 22
Calloway- County -ludge-F:xecutive George H. Weaks is joined by Calloway
County High School Future
agricultural deaths throu, h June of this year.
Farmers of America president Lisa Lewellyn and vice president Doug
McKinney in proclaiming
but at least a few more ha e been reported since
september ii-21 as National Farm Safety Week. Weaks urges all farmers to
follow safety procedures
June.
%%bile al %%ork.
.,The_rjsk of highwariccidents increase dunr ..
late summer. when armers travel the roads to
house, harvest or sell their crops. Piercy
Id
"During safety week last year we IOCIISeil on
how to prevent I tractor a overturnings.- Piercy
said, "This year we decided to try to 1.1ok :it the highway problem be. ause
40-ifte
prevalent here in Kentucky
The safety specialist offered a numher of ii •
WASHINGTON (API farmers are lucky, they or shipped overseas. billion bushels of corn
gestions to farmers who will be running equip
- When it comes to will feed most of it to That's why the price left over from previous
ment on the highway. such as the use ot flashing corn, nobody grows it hogs, cattle, lambs, outlook is so dismal,
harvests will be in the
amber lights, turning on headlights and la illight,s like the American chickens and turkeys. why farmers in some U.S. farm
inventory on
at dusk and not driving halt on the shoulder and farmer. And no one else-_Some will be made into parts of Iowa are Oct.
1. Some will be
half on the road because it encourages motorist
has such headaches whiskey, some into reportedly getting less stored on farms, some
to pass. often when 'it is not safe.
when the corn crop alcohol for fuel. And than $2 per bushel on the in warehouses:
David Finney. farm bureau safety dire, toi. turns out to be a there are corn flakes cash market.
The new harvest of
saids1 there -hay,e at.‘4),nveu.:-;e-Veral deaths-in Ken. whopper.
and sweeteners for soft
•
After the department almost 8.47 -billion
tucky from tractors overturningn while pollin,•‘2.
This fall, according to drinks.
hatched its latest corn bushels will be added to
* logs or trying to raise a stump.
the Agriculture DepartIf farmers are truly production estimates what's.on hand, making
Piercy said that most tractor deaths occur ment's latest estimate, lucky, they will export last week, the experts a total corn
supply for
because of the lack of a roll frame or ha r to pro
farmers will harvest a most of the remaining did some further doodl- the coming year of neartect the driver. -Without a roll frame. the driver record corn crop of 8.47 corn from this year's ing to see how the de- ly
9.79 billion bushels.
gets crushed." he said.
billion bushels. That will crop. Those shipments mand situation stacked
Total use in 1985-86
Roll frames are now standard equipment 4)il be more than double the will go to the Soviet up with the supply of
may be about 7.07 billion
most models, but many of the tractors on Ken
1983 harvest of 4.17 Union. Japan, Mexico corn in the marketing bushels. And if that is
tucks' farms are - older models and don't
billion bushels, when and dozens of other year that will begin on subtracted from the
them. Ptercy said. .
production was cut by countries.
Oct. 1.
supply, it leaves 2.72
He said June, July and Augost ale' prolealily drought and governBut the USDA says
Here is how USDA billion bushels to be
the most hazardous months b e rm's,. ut
ment acreage curbs.
farmers really aren't all thinks the 1985-86 season "carried over" when
ha rvesting
What happens to a that lucky. Not all of the may shape up:
the following crop year
"Farmers are working long hours and tend to crop of that size? If corn will be consumed
Slightly less than 1.32 begins on Oct. 1, 1986.
become careless due to fatigue or hurl y
got a report of a farmer being killed
tobacco when the barn eollail,cd. ‘‘e.' .115%,ay,, se,•
a number of barn accidents at housinL, tina•.
But the biggest problem ,with tOhatt • I I.
k1 ASH INGTON (API for further sales, aimed Egypt would have had
The 175,000 tons of
said, may be a sickness caused by the lea f',-- - A long-awaited farm at making U.S. farm
to pay about $246 per ton wheat flour is
nicotine content.
export subsidy program commodities more com- for U.S. wheat flour.
equivalent to about
"t•K is now studying what we call
reen
has begun to edge for- petitive on the world exBlock told reporters 233,000 tons, or 8.55
tobacco sickness.'" he said. "The nicotine r rirni ward with a
$32 million port market.
that Egypt and other million bushels, of
handling wet tobacco in - the morning I''iii
The agreement with prospective buyers also wheat. There are apwheat flour deal with
the pores and acts like a poisier.ii
Egypt, the first under have shown an interest proximat e.I y 2,2
Egypt.
50
aug nausea and fever In the past a tot ot kir trier.,Agriculture Secretary the so-called export PIK in getting U.S: wheat pounds in a metric ton,
simply - thought they got sick from working too John R.
Block made the program, involves under the subsidy pro- which is the equivalent
hard or from the heat. But we've found that rwt
announcement on Fri- 175,000 metric tons of gram but that the of 36.7 bushels of wheat.
the case "
day He said he hoped flour to be delivered this feelers so far have not
Recent USDA
fall for a price of $180 borne fruit.
estimates put wheat at
per ton, which is about
The export PIK pro- about $2.95 per bushel
the world price at the gram was announced nationally at the farm,
present time, Block May 15 as the U.S. indicating the flour deal
said.
answer to price cutting would have a farm
Under the arrange- by the European Com- value in wheat of about
ment, U.S. exporters munity, which has used $25 million.
will be given surplus subsidies to promote its
Comparatively, total
government-owned exports of surplus farm U.S. wheat exports in
wheat amounting to the commodities.
1985-86 to all countries
equivalent of about $66
Only certain countries are expected to be about
per ton. That is the sub- designated as targets 1.15 billion bushels,
sidy, sometimes called are eligible to use the down almost 20 percent
an export payment-in- program. Algeria and from 1.42 billion bushels
Field efficiency begins with modern engines that are the cbmbinatton
of proven diesel and turbocharging technology, computer-assisted
kind, that the exporters North Yemen are also last year.
design and advanced manufacturing techniques The result Exceptional
get to reduce their price eligible for the proBlock said the departlugging ability, excellent fuel efficiency, long-term reliability and very
to Egypt to $180 per ton. gram, but no sales have me n t's Commodity
smooth operation.
Without the subsidy, been announced.
Credit Corp., which
Optional Mechanical Front Drive (MFD) provides extra traction and
owns the surplus combonus bulling power in marginal conditions It allows you tO get many
modities, accepted bids
jobs started earlier and to' finish sooner You'll get more output from
from four exporters
your implements, you'll accomplish more everyday and squeeze more
from among six comwork out of each gallon of fuel.
panies that placed bids.
All this plus advanced instrumentation that helps you work more
The awards went to
efficiently and the extra convenience that only a Silent Guardian cab
ADM Milling Co., 15.000
can provide are yours in Case 1896 and 2096 tractors
tons of flour; The
Pillsbury Company,
23,460 tons; Peavy Com1896,
ell.
11
1 111,11111111111111.8 11111111111111N
r11111111liaea 141
8
pany,. 46,000 tons: and
95 PTO hp`
,
Cargill Inc., 90,540 tons.

Bumper corn crop farmers" headache

Farm export subsidy program underway

Case International 1896 & 2096 Tractors

Power outages don't happen
often and usually don't last long.
But if one does happen,
do you know-what to do?
What to do during an outage.
1. STAY AWAY FROM DOWNED POWER LINES
and broken utility poles Please note the location
and call us immediately. Even Riles that look
harmlesszan be dangerous
2

if your power is out, check your neighbors. If
they stNI have electricity, check your fuses or
circuit breakers. if that doesn't solve the
problem, give us a call.

3.

Once you've called us, there's no need to keep
caning; your request will be handled as soon as
possible. However, if your power is still out
once your neighbors' have been returned to
service, you should
again.

4

When service is restored, overloaded lines could
cause another Outage. You can help prevent this
by switching off your holding and cooling_
equipment and other appNences during the
outage. Leave VIght On 00 you'll know when
service is beck On.

Moderns efficient diesels
are the key to
field performance

Southern States

Onduline®
Farm roofing
that won't rust,
rot, or corrode.

2096,
115 PTO hp*
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Hog market
twirl

ederell Stale Markel Se... Ser•ie e
seenelliller IC. 111.5
h1.11,111 V% Purchase 1rea
‘larket
Report Ine hides ktu•in. SlAtion•
Receipt.: %el, II4Lat;s11.1611111kerreen•
et (elks .15 Iimear •7 411N• Mead I. Lem
lamer
I •) a ails aloe lb.
*39.15 39.75
I • a a !sae alea lb.
.3%.2.1 39.21
[sae tin
lb.
313/115 39.25
Is ei rae 17CC lb.
437.15-3/1.75
sa.•
'• a a !Tie 3.511
I• I e
.1141
I • I 150 7.ier
I • I 3 oser 51Ne

AA,\,„,\,\,
Mil
z..-11.•..,

,
- .01111WN.

rif
f
5.

Don't keep diecking the refrigerator and freezer.
Food will keep much longer if the doors are left
dosed.

fa

6. Prepare a "Tights out" kit keep a ftashrigM,
spare fuses, and battery-powered radio handy.
Know where the electric service panel for your
home is located end how to reset circuit
breakers or replace blown fuses. Make sure
your family knows where the kit is and what to
do if you we not at home

ELECTRICITY.
Get the most for your money.

See us for information
about the newest
Case Internatiopal tractors.

A fresh team for
today's farmer

ESEliI

est leentucky Rural Electric
Coop. Corp.
753-5012

,

-

tek.,

51 \McKee! Equipment Co.
V
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MURRAY - 503 WALNUT - 753 3062
PADUCAH - JULIA ST - 444-0110

•Easy to install, lightweight
flexible sheets
• Wind and weather resistant
•Insulates against heat and noise

$9.47
Per Sheet

$35.99
Mat. Sq.

Stock Colo,:
White, Brown, Gray, Red
Colors Available:
Tan, Black, Blue, Green
Industrial Rd.

753-1423

I • a 3 vo..1.o.
Itesars %al ma 17 50

IN. to, 8••mov.• •tornp,
81 14 below Ow qtnipnd
035 4343 0, 435 4119
We Now Nool P,1 Gtowel

GRAVEL
We Haul
Coldwater
Pit Gravel
435-4343
435 4319
Wwwwwwwww
,
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•
••••

•
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FALL

Industrial Road
753-1423
Aluminum
Grain Scoop

Aitri

5-tine Manure Fork

6-lb. Splitting Maul

4

Reg sug

$1099

pr $42 95

5-gal.
Kerosene
Can

Superol Ill Motor Oil

No KES-5 Dome shaped No
seams on top Or side Single

r- ut most gaso:me & p,E.se

SAE-15W-40 CO-CC-SD-SE

SE 4052-12646

I-14-1'1

September 13-28
Loads of Bargains!

IKFROS..
$
0

eftg,nrs

PAGE

Q

No 16-506 15 .inin 20 in 40-in
D
handle •105-12560

$23"

MONDAV, SEPTEMBER 16, 1965

fill•pour opening 0070-05309

$1

Steel Leaf
Rake

Reg si.g pr $1548

10-in. Fence
Pliers

6-lb. Sledge
Hammer

Reg sug pr $1599

$699

Steady Gro
Lawn Fertilizer

Reg sug
Pt $1099

$499

.̀
4
3-X ,
Flea, Tick &
Mange Collar

26-4-5 Covers 5 000 SQ It
6°..01"tiroge1nso.J5le 1102-37215

$559

..3k. 324

t399

Reg s g

ler

Supply Ilmltipd No rain checks

B-660 Multi-Purpose
Grease"

18-lb bag
leg

sug pr $7 59

Pr

Long Handle
Shovel
15-63..
Tamed

55 99

Heavy Hunting
Dog Collar

Studded
"T" Posts

t'ar-die

per 1404 lutvP
Case Of 10 59 50

step 4005-12190

"%.

75 Hydraulic
Transmission Fluid

sug pr 1229

52 79
\
\‘
4

6. I. •081-14r,c3
Peg
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the-line horse feeds which
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Symbol of highest quality
Colt Maker

Cyclone Broadcast
Spreader

Silver Stirrup
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$40 per ton discount

$27"
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Sale Price-$7.95
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$1.00 discount on 50-lb.
50C discount on 25-lb.

Motto, Jr. High-Tensile
Barbed Wire (80 rod roll)

Duct Tape
. ,

Asphalt Aluminum
Roof Coating

Performance Champion.
Brood Mare Special-finest
horse feeds you can bby All
in 50-lb bags

Save $2.04 on 25-lb. bag

$1849

fi.E A

These are the four top-of-

Sale Price-$9.95
Reg. Price-S12.49

Pt 1893 For teed,ca

MIMI&

D-Con
Flea
Kill

9

9
ea
2 gal (case of 2)

11

•

Save $1.00 bag or $40
ton on Southern States
Medallion Quality
Horse Feeds

Save $2.54 on 50-lb. bag

Reg
pr $4 2,

6n
Reg

s..ig pr 5--1 Oli

$2449

He, s

Albacillin

4,4

Grt3

Earth
Anchors
Anchor gate posts 5,•O9 h8y
racks, fences etc
No 330SA

1400-lb

holding

Power in heavy soil .081-14150

$239
Reg sug pr $3 20
No 604 4000-lb holding power
in heavy

sod *per 1419,

$549

Electric
Fence Posts

Albacillin

sug 01

$805

Roof
Coating

Treats bOvine mastitis caused
by susceptible strains 0! Staph-

with 2 Insulators

ylococcus Aure.rs and Streptococcus Agaiactise Read iabe
grid follow -directions *114
23396

23 64-in diarnete, it 54-in long
sleek rod with crimped-on wraparound anchor plate 108124780
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10 ml syringe

Reg sug pr $1 55 ea
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One man's elation, another's frustration in MSU-MSU tie
I. NII'llIS.

Term - One titan's elation can
well be considered another's frustration..
• -pe, 1.1 H.\ in the case Of a college football tie
\l , arr.)\ State's Frank Iteamer. although not
;dell
ith his team's 10-10 finish against
• Nlemphis State, was.pleased as punch to be
an three games this season 211-II

covering •
all fields '
\I 11 is. -1't II7.
•
Editor

against a 14t\- is]oil
as shared by a (via jority
vers.. but not all. Sorne. it
separation ot classes.
t a 1 i\ 151011 1 or 1-.\ in
.1 .•-•ri't tie( essarily deter
1),
!...•\ed they \veil.. going to
A : • .)ple sav a tie is
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171111_I
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-; wit ,ind 4.10-

••••
•

el.

•
ounIniator
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STICK 'EM
- (Top left) Memphis,Statp runniug back Eric 13eckton
(21) gets %tuck at the lint''of scrimmage by a hard-headed Nlurrav State

out .a. and

defender while (top right ) NIurray receiver Stanley Howard sticks his hands
triumphantly in the air after catching a 32-yard touchdown pass from
quarterback Kevin Sisk. Min'Tav State and Memphis State .tied 10:101
on
Saturday..
Stall photos us 11111 Itector

11 7h,' !Int'.

:
tan a

t,, ...lye up
!•.00l r.•( )irli 92
'.1
anit had the .
_
...nip., ed to Murray's
..:11;):,•ted .1 s(19)411-r)..111.1i 24
• 11,t, ••t .-•••••(.1-1-dar\ but NIurray
-wing ane pass and reco\-er•r rlamhles - three 1/1SlISP the
-1 •
\ art('

Game Statistics

pas,s fr(iht
Statilt-v Howard
b\ Paul Ilickert to

'
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College'FoothaliCi a Glance
Murray St Memphis St
Murray St
0 10 0 0 10
Memphis St
0
3 7 0 10
MS - Ft: Ho.keri 25
- 1-1O Glosson 36
MS - 1•10%arri 32 pass !torn Sisk
kerl ho k
Mem - Harris 1.1 pas,
Sparkman f

•:
4-1
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FRI Slit VII\(;
- Frank Heartier had at few thou-e words to sav
about the official's call on this plav as he watched his Murray State
squad
,settic tor at 10-111 tit. with host Nlemphis state on Saturday.
Staff photo bv Jim Rector
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Caprice
Cavalier
Celebrity
Impala
Chevette
Citation
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Financing
C/K 10/30
(Pickups Chassis
Cob & Crew Cab)

Astro Cargo &

Conversion Vans
Chevy Cargo &
Conversion Vans

Dwain
Taylor
Chevrolet

S. 12th
Murray
502-753-2617

Unexcited ildcats drop opener
to fired-up lioNsling Green, 30-26
LE X 1 N.GTO

_Ky.
.

way to get them excited." Claiborne said.
"When you're not bearing down and intense.,
you make mental
mistakes. We never did
blow people off the line,
This is what you've got
to have."
Several Kentucky
players agreed with
their coach.
-A lot of the players didn't have the excitement for a first game,"
said running back Mark
Logan, who rushed for
94 yards on 22 carries,
"Our pressure wasn't
enthusiastic enough. We
just didn't. Co me
together as a team and
play together," said
defensive end Steve
Mazza.
And quarterback f3ill
Ransdell. who coin -

Bowling Green coach
Denny Stolz. who
recorded his 10Oth
career victory, noted
the earlier skepticism
about his team.
undefeated in two
games,
"What do 'all those
smart aleck reporters
think now," Stolz said.
"We got a few snide
remarks about our
quarterback in the-local
press.
guess. they
respect him now.
"We have a darn good
football team and darn

- For a season
opener, Kentucky's football team just lacked
the spark necessary to
defeat an opponent like
Bowling Green. said
Coach Jerry Claiborne.
"We made big plays
and still didn't get excited." the Wildcats
coach said. "Bowling
Green did get ex.cited.
We just got our tails
beat."
The Falcons' enthusiasm shined in the
final 2:47 Saturday
when quarterback
good football players."
Brian McClure started a
McClure completed 30
come-from-behind drive
of 48 passes for 294
that ended with a 30-26
yards and had one invictory,
terception. He moved up
McClure's 11 -yard
to No. 7 on the all-time
pass to Greg Meehan
career passing list with
with 23 seconds left was
8.117 yards.
the deciding blow, and
Bowling Green got the pleted 15 of 34 passes for
The only bright spot in
final two points on a a careei•-high 309 yards, Kentucky's game was
safety • on the following said: "I don't know if we the kicking of placekickoff.
took them that kicker Joe Worley and
-- I should have found a seriously.punter Jay Tesar.
4Ap
.

26
it, 2iy,
2.7
2)1

1%1 •••,,t,
1 aPs-aa 24 4.! a
Punts
6-38
Fumbles lost
5, 4
3L
Penalties yards
I35
5 43
TIM*.01 Possession
40
22 3ii
INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
Ill 50I501 - %Sorra,: St . Payne
Bird 6-17
Memphis At
kton t8•32 Moody 9.46
PASSING - Murray St
Sisk
27-11
%lemon's St
Sparkman
,
37
l
- Murray St
Howard 2 41. M,rornm-k 4-29 Memphis St 1....yelady 6-70. .1 Harris
n 7i, Fiecktion i,Si lackson 4.51
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7 10 3 6 26
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How - Safety hall r•ilIed old ilf end
paw
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Return yard,
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College Football Scores
EAST
• Army. 48. M. Sit. higan I.
Carnegie-Mellon 21 Bin knelt Iii
Delaware 16. Navy 13
Holy Cross 21 Colgate 21
Lafayette 20, New Hampshire 7
Lehigh 49. Indiana. Pa 41
Maryland 31. Boston College 13
Penn St 27. Temple 25 ,
Slippery Rock 35. Wayne. Mich Ill
V. Virginia 20. Duke 18
SOUTH
Alabama 23. texas .84,,M 10
Arkansas 24. 1111,,issippi
Auburn 29 S Mississippi 1,
Bowling Green 30.,Kentii. ky 26
Clemson 20, Virginia
h 17
Florida 26, Rutgers 2S. tie
Georgia 17. Baylor 14
Georg Ter ir 28. N Carolina St I
I241.1 23. N Carolina 13
Louisiana Tech 24. SW 1,0.111st:in.,
23
Memphis St 10. Murray. St no. tie
Mississippi St 30, Syna•use 3
Southern U 35. Alabama St 14
Tennessee 26, UCLA 26 lie
Tennessee St 44. Jackson St 31
Virginia 40. VMI 15
Wake Forest 30, Boslon 1' it
MIDWEST
Akron 24. Kent St 0
Cent. Michigan 27. Pacific t
Illinois 28. S
25
Indiana 41, Louisville 28.
Iowa SS, Drake 0
.
Iowa St 10. Utah St 3
Kansas 42. Vanderbilt 16
Miami. Ohio 17. Ball Si 13
Michigan 20. Notre Dam!. 12
Michigan St 12. Arizona St 3
Minnesota 28. Wichita St 14
N Iowa 10. Kansas St 6
Northwestern 27. Missouri 23
Ohio St to. Pittsburgh 7'
Wisconsin 38, N. Illinois 17
SOUTHWEST
Miami. Fla 48. Rice 20
Oklahoma St 10. N Texas St 9
Texas Christian 30, Tulane 13
Texas Tech 21, Tulsa 17
FAR WEST
Air Force 49. Wyoming 7
Arizona 12, Washington St 7
Brigham Young 31. 'Washington 3
Colorado 21. Oregon 17
Colorado St. 11. Texas ElPaso 24
Nevada-Fteno 30. Fullerton St 3
New Mexico 34, New Mexu•i4 tit 27
Oregon St. 23, California 20
San Diego St. 34. Long Resch St . 14
Stanford 41. San Jose St 7

r-
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SLIDIN' B't' - Murray High's Bill Maddox (II) makes a sliding move to
rob this Owensboro Apollo player during action in Saturday's match at Cut•
cheon Field. The Murrayans lost, 3.2. despite a goal and assist by Joey Rexroat and a goal by Greg Knedler. The match was tied 1-1 at halftime. Murray, now 1-2 on the season, hosts Clarksville Northwest next Saturday at 1
p.m.
Photo by Chris Evans
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-
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CROSS COUNTRY - Pam Knight (center) placed third overall in the Fort
Campbell Invitational Saturday to help her Calloway County Lady Lakers
place third as a team in the 13-school competition. Knight ran the 2.2 miles in
14:35.
Photo by Chris Evans

Lanning Wins 9th out of 10 summer triathlons
NASHVILLE, Tenn.
Lanning said Sun- Murray Ironman day's triathlon was his
Adam Lanning com- best half-tri 'ever. "The
pleted his summer energy was just flowing,
triathlon schedule with I felt great and I even
his ninth age-group vic- finished in a sprint."
tory in 10 events. SunThe course included a
day he won the 50-over 1.2-mile swim, a 56-mile
division of the Music Ci- bike ride and a 13.1-mile
ty Triathlon which was run which is half of the
run at Hermitage distance incorporated in
Landing.
the Hawaii Ironman
Lanning placed 32nd World Championships
out of 83 finishers; 110 which will be held this
athletes registered for year on Oct. 26.
the half-tri event.
"After this, I'm one

small compared to
many of the quartertriathlons Lanning has
entered this season, the
Miray State associate
prionitssor said the field
was extremely tough.
"No wimps do halfIronmans. A quarter-tri
will attract a lot of people, but a half-Ironman
represents six or seven
hours of hard work and
not many people are
ready to put out that
much effort."

happy guy. I was on the
verge of not going
because of a virus I've
had for the past month
or so. but now I'm ready
for five hard weeks of
training for the Ironman. This win let's me
know I'm all right
again," Lanning said.
Lanning's time in
Nashville was a personal best of 5:38.41.
Although the field of
83 finishers appears

Cedeno boosts Cardinals into NL East lead
The Associated Press
The St. Louis Cardinals thought they
were getting a veteran
player who could provide some experience
and an occasional hit.
Instead, they got the
new, revitalized Cesar

Cedeno - and a big
boost in the National
League East race.
"There's new blood
running through my
veins," Cedeno said
Sunday after going
5-for-5 with a home run
and two doubles in help-

Mg the Cardinals beat
the Chicago Cubs 5-1.
St. Louis remained
one-half game ahead of
the New York Mets in
the NL East. New York
beat Montreal 6-2.
Cedeno is 18-for-36

with 13 runs batted in
since St. Louis acquired
him from Cincinnati on
Aug. 29 for a minorleague player.
Danny Cox, 16-9, gave
up five hits over seven
innings for the victory

(119) and Madisonville
(124). Seventeen boys
teams participated.
Mark Charlton placed
7th overall to pace the
Laker squad which is
still Competing without
top-five runner Kevin
Garland, who is out with
a sprained ankle.
Timmy Manning
( 14th), Randy Sons
(19th), Rick Henninger
(41st) and Scott Nix
(45th) were the other
CCHS scorers besides
Manning.
Tuesday both
Calloway squads will
host a quad meet
against Graves County,
Christian County and
Trigg County at the
Calloway high school
course.

Thomas wins
third-round
tennis match

PAGE 9
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CCHS runners place 3rd, tie for 4th in meet
FORT CAMPBELL,
Ky.- Pam Knight ran a
14:35 over the 2.2-mile
course to place third
overall in the girls cross
country division of the
Fort Campbell Invitational on Saturday.
Knight's effort helped
pace the Calloway County Lady Lakers to a
third place finish among
13 teams represented at
the meet. Marshall
County won the competition with 52 points
followed by host Fort .
Campbell with 66 and
Calloway with 87.
Clarksville Northwest
was a distant fourth
with 133.
Besides Knight, the
Lady Lakers scored
with Connie Ross (17th
overall), Janna Wilson
(18th), Amy Ferguson
(24th) and Sherri Lamb
(25th). Other CCHS runners included Marcia
Grimes (26th) and Kris
Miller (39th).
The Laker cross country team finished in a tie
for fourth place with
host Fort Campbell.
Both teams scored 126
points to finish behind
Owensboro Apollo (107),
Dickson County, Tenn.
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Your discount parts supermart
Do it yourself...save big bucks!
Car & truck parts...save 10-50%
llajor League Baseball Standings
Maio( League Baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
WIPct
G8
Toronto
Si 52
636 New York
(65€
606
44
Baltimore
75 66
532 15
Detroit
73 69
514 174
Boston
71 72
497 20
Milwaukee
62 79
440 2*
Cleveland
52 1•3.
359 40
West Division
Kansas City
62 60
577
California
80 63
559 24
Chien°
73 69
514
it
Oakland
70 74
466 13
Seattle
66 76
465 i6
Minnesota
65 79
451 Is
Texas
52 90
366 30
Sunday's Games
Detroit 4. Baltimore 1
Minnesota 5. Cleveland 2
Toronto 8. New York 5
Boston 4. Milwaukee 2
Oakland 4 Kansas City 2 1st game
Kansas City 7. Oakland 2 2nd game
California 12. Texas 4
Chicago 6 Seattle 3
Monday's Games .
Cleveland 0Easterly 40 at New York 4 Cowley 10-5 $
Baltimore iD Martinez 12-9 , at Detroit Terrell
13,9i. in,
Seattle i Moore 14-8 i at Kansas City $ Jackson 13.9 ,
in
•
Texas , Mason 7 13 at Minnesota Smithson 14 12 ,
n
Boston Ojeda 79 at Milwaukee Haas * 7
n

CORPUS CHRISTI,
Tex. - Barry Thomas,
a Murray tennis player
attempting to make the
pro ranks this fall, won
three matches of a
qualifying tournament
over the weekend.
Thomas plays Mike
Smith of Duke University today in the fourth
National Football League
round of the Satellite
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
Circuit quali.fying event.
East
W L T Pct. PF
The field itif 144 was
Miami
1
0
1
500 • 53
narrowed considerably
New England
1
1
500 33
0
N Y Jets
1
1
0 .500 42
over the weekend and a
Buffalo
0 2 0
000 12
victory by Thomas will
Indianapolis
0 2 0
000 16
Central
place him in the main
Pittsburgh
0 0 1 000 45
1
draw.
Houston
1
500 39
0
1
Cleveland
I
0
000 24
0
Thomas' • second Cincinnati
000 51
2 0
0
round victory came
West
against Rich Park, a
Kansas City
2 0 0 1 000 83
Seattle
2 0 0 '(100 77
UCLA netter, and toDenver
1
50
0
1
day's match pits him
L A Raiders
1
1
500 51
0
Diego
San
1
1
500
0
49
against a player who
defeated a former MurNATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
ray State teammate of
St Louis
2 0 0 1 000 68
Thomas.
Dallas
I
1
0
500 65
N Y Giants
1 0
1
Mike Smith defeated
500 41
Washington
I
0
I
500 30
Bobby Montgomery a
Philadelphia
0 2 0
000 6
couple of years ago in
the Southern Intercollegiate tournament
iouth 12th Street
at Georgia.

•
St LOU IS
New York
Montreal
Philadelphia
Chicago
Pittsburgh
Los Angeles
Cincinnati
Houston
San Diego
Atlanta
San Francisco

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W L
641 55
MS 56
76 66
69 71
66 75
17 92,,
West Division
$.4 5*
75 66
72 70
71 71
60 62
56 46

Pct
G8
610 606
4
535
493 164
466 20
3341 39
592
532
507
500
423
394

On
12
13
24
2*

Sunday's Games
New York 6 Montreal 2
Pltlpburgh 5, Philadelphia 4
At14a 4. San Francisco 1
Cincinnati 10, Los Angeles 6
St Louis 5. Chicago 1
Houston 2. San Diego 1
Monday's Games
St Louis i Tudor 18-6 and Horton 22. at Pittsburgh
, DeLeon 2-17 and Rhoden 9 13 2
Chicago
Abrego 0-0, at Montreal , Gulli• kson
13-1D in,
Philadelphia K Gross Ilk' at New York ,Goode
n
20-4,, n
San Francisco ,Gott 7 10, at Cincinnati , Tibbs*
15,
In'

Houston ,Heathcock 1 I at Atlanta
Johnson 4-0,
in
Los Angeles Reuss 124, at San Diego Show
9 lu,
in
•

National Football League Standings
PA
39
40
34
56
75
3
39
27
69
47
59
43
36
58

51
40
23
57
38

Central
'
0 0
2 0 0
2 0 0
1
1
0
O
2 0
West
L A Rams
2 0 O
San Francisco
1
1
O
Atlanta
2
O
O
New Orleans
O 2 0
Sunday's Games
New York Jets 42, Buffalo 3
St Louis 41. Cincinnati 27
Detroit 26. Dallas 21
Washington 16. Houston 13
Miami 30 Indianapolis 13
.
Los Angeles Rams 17. Philadelphia 6
Chicago 20. New England 7
Minnesota 31. Tampa Bay 16
Denver 34, New Orleans 23
Green Bay 23. New York Giants 20
San Francisco 35. Atlanta 16
Seattle 49. San Diego 35
Monday's Game
Pittsburgh at Cleveland
Thursday. Sept. 19
Chicago at Minnesota
Chicago
Detroit
Minnesota
Green Bay
Tampa Bay

753-8971

1000
2000
10110
500
000

59
54
59
43
44

35
4(4
37
40i
69

1 000
500
000
000

37
So
43
50

22
44
6:

Southside Centel

Now's The Time To Own
A 1985 Chrysler Fifth Avenue
Year End Clearance!
+ Plus

_12

7.5% A.P.R. Financing*
Or $1000 Cash Back

vAIl Warmups

vAll Tennis
Shirts & Shorts
tAll Running
Shorts, Tops & Suits
t40 Selected Styles
of Athletic Shoes
This is the sale
you've been waiting
to shop. All your
favorite name brands
and the quality you've
learned to expect.

DENNISON-HUNT

'CHRYSLER

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR UFE"
Paducah Ott-‘Pnce Mall
3200 S Beltline
Peclucah,Ky 42001

2935A Fort Campbell Blvd
Phone 886-7699
Hopkinsvolle,hy 42240.

Paris Square
Shoppmg Center
Paris,Tn 38242

•

Plymouth Reliant
LeBaron GTS
Dodge Omni
Plymouth Horizon

An.

SPORTING GOODS

1203 Chestnut St
Phone 753-8844
-Murray.Ky 42071

7.5% Financing or Cash Back
Also Available On These 1985 Cars
In Stock:

Plyi;intith

1
3
2
1 1984 Demo

Murray Nissan
Chrysler Dodge
604 S. 12th
753-7114

CHRYSLER
Plygliouth

*Financing Through Chrysler Credit Corp.

••••••••,
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Your Individual
Horoscope

Chocolate milk likely source of illnesses

Fraaces Drake
What

kind of

day will tomorrow be? To find out what. the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth sign.
FOR TUESDAY.SEPTEMBER 17, 1985

ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Wit
A revised approach to an investment brings success, but don't
become financially involved with
friends. Work is gratifying.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20.)
• Career aspirations may be out of
line today. Plan for exciting times
with a loved one. Evening hours favor
celebrations.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20).
Morning is yoiti NO% time for
ac('omplishment. Though work is a
breeze, don't slacken efforts, Health
is a consideration alter dark.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Pleasure pursuits are favored if you
curtail extravagance. A child
responds to a pep talk. Partners are
cooperative.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
You may get rid of some household
clutter, in preparation for new furnishings_ Live up to commitments in
the evening.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
Yogi won't mince any words now.
Though judgment is sharp, make sure
you're not overtly critical. Enjoy
mental work or travel.
LIBRA
(Sept.23 to Oct.22)
You're ready to make a financial
move, but you shouldn't broadcast
your intentions prematurely. Know
when to hold your tongue.

PIE

symptoms that included
BRANDENBURG. Ky. (AP
ed the delivery truck and found
- More testing is needed .to
vomiting, diarrhea and abthat the temperature inside was
determine the cause of an outdominal cramps. But none of
within proper limits. But the
break of food poisoning among
those affected reported any of
milk remaining in the truck was
Meade County students.. but a
the symptoms Saturday or Sunnot as cool as it should have been
preliminary survey points to
day. Schultz said.
when the day's deliveries .were
chocolate milk as the likely
The state Health Department
completed, Schultz said.
source, a health official says.
and. federal Food and Drug AdThat indicated that at some
minis.tration in Nashville. Tenn., time during the deliveries, the
The number of students who
became ill Friday could reach
are examining Sealtest - imlk
temperature within the truck
supplied by Southeastern .became excessive. He said • 45
as high as 1,500 in eight schools,
said Paul Schultz. etwironmen- 'Dairies of 'Louisville, he said. degrees is the maximum legal
The milk was delivered to the
limit for a • dairy product and
• tal officer for the Meade County
schools by a local distributor.
Health Department.
some dairy products from the
A survey of ISO students who
truck Friday tested at 50
Laboratory tests could reveal
degrees.
attended two schools where the
the agent in the product that
illness developed supported
"That doesn't mean a whole
caused
the illnesses, he said.
earlier indications that 2 percent
lot, except that his truck was a
One contributing factor to the
little out of .temperature,"
chocolate milk was the source,
Schultz I:aid Sunday.
problem. might be possible exSchultz said. "I don't think I
"The white milk products
cessive temperatures of• the
would try to draw the conclusion
were not implicated." he said..
milk delivered to the Meade
that he i the driver) created the
County school system on Friday.
'Students first reported to a
problem. Certainly, excessive,
After the outbreak was
medical center in Brandenburg
milk temperatures didn't help
reported. health officials checkabout 1:15 p.m. Friday with
the problem." The temperature

SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
You'll certainly enjoy today's social
opportunities. Remember to honor a
promise to a family member. Will
power is strong.
SAG MAR
.•
(Nov 22 to Dec.21)
Work from behind the scenes for
career success today.• Guard against
slips of the tone:, or carelessness
with detail's.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 194
You'll make your mark in group
activities now. It's it time when
actions speak louder than words.
Watch excess spending.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
When things get bogged down in
details today, you're inilined to make
an unnecessary compromise. Don't.
Stick to your guns.
PISCES
)48w
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
slow
There's nothing wrong with your
LOUISVILLE. My. I AP) his abilities to work with a tough
principles, but you must express The hammer strikes the hot
medium.
them with tact. Towards nightfall, metal and the blacksmith works
Inside the shop, Kaviar's tools
you tend to go overboard
the object until it begins to take
include a coal-fired forge,
overhead crane and a
YOU BORN TODAY are intellectual form But it isn't a horseshoe.
mechanical power hammer that
and practical. Inclined to reminis- It's a garden gate, one of the
cence and reflection, you have a many art forms created from
is more than 100 years old.
poetic and idealistic bent. You have iron by sculptor-blacksmith'
"I use the traditional methods
the ability to make a success out of Craig Kaviar.
'that blacksmiths have used for
your artistic talents and are espeThe sign outside his Louisville
the past hundreds of years," he
cially drawn to writing, acting and shop reads. "Architectural
Iron
said, "but in traditional work, I
academic interests. You do not
can also make very modern iron
always handle your money well, Work - Kaviar Forge." The
work by using traditional
though you're skilled at handling the sign, an iron bracket with handcarved wood, is an example of
methods."
monetary affairs of others.

of the milk at the time of
delivery to Meade County isn't
known, but it arrived by 10 a.m.
Friday.
Schultz said the dairy is concerned about what caused the illnesses. "but I'M'not sure that
they're in a position to say right
now that their milk is at fault
and I wouldn't expect them to
be."
While testing continues,
health -.officials are trying to
determine the num5er of
students affected.
"What we intend to do now is
conduct a survey of the entire
school system, about 3.500
students, which we hope will be
conducted on Tuesday. And we
are going to have information as
to the total number of students
in our school system who
became ill." Schultz said.

Sculptor uses tools of smithy for his art
His modern tools include
welders, drill presses and cutting tools that are normally
found in steel fabrication shops.
Kaviar, 31, who has been a
blacksmith-sculptor for about 10
years. says that there are
shapes and forms possible from
iron tat can't be obtained any
other way.
"Traditionally, iron work has
been used in architecture and
there's quite a revival underway
now." Kaviar said.
Although he uses iron for the
most part to create his metallic
works of art, Kaviar also uses
bronze and cooper.
Kaviar lives in Shelby County,
but works out of a shop in the
Highlands area of Louisville.
He teaches others his trade at
the Louisville shop, where he
produces fireplace • tools,
weathervanes, signs, fences,
large • door hinges, handrails.
canopies,• fountains, religious
objects such as crosses and
other decorative objects.
An iron gate commissioned by
Edward Lippincott of Montclair,

N.J., is 37 inches wide and 60 inches high. The elements are
joined by forge welding, riveting
and collarin,g. It has ball bearing
and brass sleeve hinges and has
a reverse-twisted basket atop
the center post.
Kaviar made a canopy and
handrail that was commissioned
by :John Guy Laplante
-Associates of Worcester, Mass.
It is iron and wood fraMe with
copper sheathing and gold-leaf
fleur de us in the center. It is
five feet wide, four feet high and
three feet deep. The handrail is
a pierced scroll motif mounted
into a granite staircase.
''For other artists who would
like to have their work executed
in metal, I'm opening my shop to
them. People can have their art
work fabricated there." he said.,
He has sine assistant who works
with him in the shop.
-I specialize in historic
restoration iron work. I was initially trained at Hancock Shake
Village in Pittsfield, Mass.," he
said.
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American Side Falls Short
To Many Niagara Visitors
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Introducing MVP
Maximum Value Plans:
an innovative,costsaving health care
program for companies
like yours.

'Fr

Today. companies with up to 100 employees
have to work hard to keep overhead down.
That's especially true of health care insurance.
one of the largest expenses in most benefit
packages.
That's why more and
more small to medium-sized
companies are selecting
MVP. Maximum Value Plans
—an innovative, cost-saving
health and life benefits
package from Blue Cross
and Blue Shield. the leader
in health care protection.

The key to MVP is its flexibility. It can be
custom tailored to fit your company's needs
exactly—with a variety of cost-sharing features like those of the biggest companies.
such as co-payments and deductibles.
Let a Blue Cross and Blue Shield
representative show you how you can save
money on your life and health care package
without lowering the quality of protection.
With MVP. the Maximum Value Plans. Use the
coupon below, call your local Blue Cross Blue
Shield office, or call toll-free at 1-800-292-2583
for more details. In the Louisville area call
423-2729.

Blue Cross
Blue Shield
ol Kentu0 v

Teii me more about how to save money on my life and
health care package with MVP. the Maximum Value Plans.

Adiiross

Stat
,

liuressPtipr.•

Mail to- Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Kentucky
MVP. Maximum Value Plans
PO. Box 23700. Louisville, KY 40223
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DEAR ABBY: You do not owe the
mayor an apology. He owes you one.
I teach a Sunday School class and
one of my pupils(8 years old) said,
"I just came back from a trip to
Canada, and their side is much
prettier, and does not have any
UI trash like the American side."
Children have no reason to make
such a statement if it were not true.
It's time to clean up, Mr. Mayor.
CHARLENE BAKER,
MANCHESTER, KY.
DEAR ABBY: My husband and
our 10-year-old son visited Niagara
Falls. I had looked forward to this
all my life. Whit a disappointment!
The Canadian side was magnificent.
The New York side was ugly and
run-down.
MRS. JOHN CAPO,
SATELLITE BEACH, FLA.

No Employees

5-,. M ,es INue Cruss :ind Blue
MVP .s a se,,ce
of Ef4ut Cfoss and
Blue Sh.prd
kpnturvv

DEAR READERS: I recently
printed a letter that read (in
part):"A busload of us senior citizens went to Niagara Falls for
an cniaing. The Falls on the Americah
-Mde were grossly neglected
and looked terrible, but the Falls
on the Canadian side were beautiful, bright with flowers and
well-maintained. The comparison made us Americans feel somewhat ashamed and therefore
sad. I know it would cost our
government a few dollars to restore our side of the Falls, but it
would be well worth it to restore
our national pride."-Sad Senior
After it appeared, I received a
sharp rebuke from the mayor of
Niagara Falls,demanding a public apology for having printed
that letter. He also released his
letter to local papers and from
there it made the national wires.
Readers, I take no pleasure in
reporting that to date I've received approximately 1,900 letters agreeing with "Sad Senior"
-and fewer than 200 in defense
of the American side. Some
excerpts:

DEAR ABBY: Don't apologize! I
was in Canada a few weeks ago and
saw Niagara Falls from both sides.
The Cahadian side was just beauti-rs
Abit had lots of bright_11
neat pai The Americana-aide
looked poor in comparison.
SUSAN NOVAK,
ST. PETERSBURG, F'I.A.

The pride of the Canadian gardeners .
was evident in the immaculate care
given every twig and flower. On the
American side, a surly government
worker charged us $1.50 to park our
car ankle deep in mud.
B.E.TUCKER,LAKELAND,FLA.
DEAR ABBY: Having just returned from both sides of the Falls,
we thought the Canadian side was a•
neon nightmare with a commercial
sideshow look. The New York side's
convention center area is still under
massive construction, but if one
takes a short drive over to the park
area, he can stand between the Falls
and hear the thundering water and
feel the spray. How thrilling to see
natural beauty win over the artificial
look of the Canadian side!
LOYAL NEW YORKERS
DEAR ABBY: As a resident of Niagara Falls, N.Y., for over 70 years,
and having lived in Canada for 10
years, I feel qualified to compare the
two sides of the Falls. I personally
prefer the naturalness of our park,
the upper rapids and the islands.
GEORGE BOAK, N.Y.
DEAR ABBY: Your thoughtless,
unauthoritative slap at Niagara
Falls, N.Y., has greatly diminished
your credibility.
WILLIAM E. TREICHLER JR.,
SANBORN, N.Y.
DEAR ABBY: So the Canadian
side has more flowers. Big deal!
Flowers aren't everything. People
go over to the Canadian side to get a
better view of Niagara Falls, and
what are they looking at? The
American side. Hooray for our side!
RED,WHITE AND BLUE IN N.Y.
DEAR ABBY: For the mayor of
Niagara Falls: Instead of criticizing
the messenger who brings the bad
news. I respectfully suggest that all
Americans should try to think of
solutions for a national problem.
ELIZABETH McALLISTER,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
WESTBROOKVII.LE, N.Y.

In conclusion, Dear Readers, I
was shocked to learn that Niagara Falls, the "honeymoon
capital of the world," is under
the jurisdiction of the New York
State Office ofParks,Recreation
and Historical Preservation.
Pity. Niagara Falls, one of the
DEAR ABBY: When we visited wonders of the world, is a naNiagara Fftlls, the gardens on the tional treasure, well deserving
Canadian side were an inspiration. of federal funding.
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New regulations for parking fines are adopted at
MSU

New regulations for parking
fines have been adopted at Murray State University that
eliminate the escalation in the
amount of fines for repeated
parking violations.
"Now, with all fines for
general parking violations to be
$5, we expect to have fewer problems and we believe that fine
costs will be less in the long run
for students, faculty and staff,"
said Joe Green, director of.
public safety.
Ke -noted that the simplified
regulations approved by the
board of regents Saturday,
which go into effect Monday.
Sept. 16, provide for only two
fines — $5 or $25.
He explained that parking

fines will be $5 each except for
$25 fines for parking in
restricted areas such as fire
lanes, official vehicle zones and
spaces reserved for service
vehicles and the handicapped. A
$25 fine will also be imposed for
non-registration.
Green warned that vehicles
parked in restricted areas, particularly fire lanes, may also be
towed.
Formerly the fine schedule
called for fines that increased
with repeated general parking
violations. An offender with as
many as eight violations paid
$25 for each one after the
seventh.
He emphasized that parking
regulations will he

hours.a day seven days week
except in color zones. Enforcement in the color zones will be
from 7 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday'
through Friday.
"Several persons accumulated fines of more than
$300 in the spring semester of
1985," Green said."We think the
new fine schedule will mean less
stress financially to people in
the university community, yet
enable us to enforce the parking
regulations that are necessary
across the campus."
Another feature of the new
system is that all fines will be
paid in the cashier's office on the
second floor of Sparks H11, which
Green said should be-more con-

venient because of the central
location. The university is also
reviewing a new ticket which
would allow a fine to be paid by
mail.
Appeals of a parking ticket
may be made through the Public
Safety Office within five school

(Cont'd from page 1)
reporters.
Paxton often criticized the
press and cautioned Sun staffers
to weigh the effect of a story on
an individual, even as they considered the public's right to be
Informed.
"What it (reporting)
demands," he wrote in an
Editor's Notebook in July 1980.
"is to be a human being and a
citizen first and a newsman
afterwards."
Paxton's,column proved to be
popular and provocative, prompting letters to the editor to
which he responded often whimsically and in self-deprecation.
Flying was his hobby and he
often flew his stunt plane after a
day at the office. He also piloted
the corporation's plane to
business meetings.
Paxton began his career in
journalism. in the summer of
1958 at Paducah's WPSD-TV,
which is owned by the familyheld -corporation. Paducah
Newspapers Inc.
He graduated from Stanford
University in Palo Alto, Calif..
and in 1965 earned a master's
degree from Columbia University Graduate School of Journalism in New York.
He served in the Army from
1961-63, including a year in the
First Cavalry Division in Korea.

Meeting slated
The Murray Planning Commission will meet in regular session Tuesday. Sept. 17 at 7 p.m.
in the Council Chambers of City
Hall

1nteragtbney.

••

(('ont'd from page I)
another group for
administration."
This year's priorities for the
Council are to
• get of list of community needs
to volunteer groups to help them
identify where they can best
channel their energies;
•get information on parenting to
new parents by offering a parenting class at the hospital;
• develop a youth center, working with the School systems;

Miss America...
(Cont'd from page I)
at the University of Mississippi,
said she had entered more than
100 pageants since becoming
Miss La Petite when she was 6.
Her other titles have included
Ideal Miss. Little Miss Meridian, Little Miss America,. and
Miss University.
"I feel that today is the start of
my career," said Miss Akin.
who won a $30,000 scholarship
and can expect to earn more
than $100,000 in appearance fees
during her yearlong reign.
George Miller, a retired
business professor now living in
Bellevue, Wash., said last week
that Miss Akin had the best odds
at 7-1 of winning the title.
But Miss Akin said shortly
after she was crowned, "I don't
believe in computers. He was
lucky this year."
After she won the Miss
Mississippi pageant in late July,

processing.
Green said everyone who
drives a vehicle on the campus
is urged to read the parking
regulations and obey them.
Copies may be obtained in the
Public Safety Office on Chestnut
Street.

MINV11)
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Just for You Senior Citizens
Every Monday through Wednesday receive a
FREE drink with any meal.
Menu Sampler —

•r.

Paxton...

days of the date it was issued.
No appeal will be considered
after five days.
Parking tickets through Sunday, Sept. 15, will cost $2 each.
Anyone who is issued a ticket is
encouraged to take it with them
to the cashier's office for quick

Dockside Platter
8 Oz. Chopped Sirloin
Salad Bar

• promote, school's help in
developing after-school programs as an option for latch-key
children;

P.S. Be sure to let the cashier
know you're -Young at heart"
(55 years outhove).

62"

5399
'289

Hwy 641 North, Murray, Ky. Open 4 p m Mon Sat 753 4141
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• and review possible day care
programs.
Anyone can join the Council,
Robinson added. They meet
once a month and share what
each agency is doing and discuss
specific community needs.
However, it is "helpful.".
Robinson said. "for the community to realize that we're
there and know a little about
what we do."

•

Get your FREE Copy
Of Our 1986 Catalog!

Radio That*

altrati SALE

Miss Akin moved in with the
family of a pageant official and
spent her time working out, lifting weights, reading
newspapers and shopping for a
wardrobe.
She said she lost a boyfriend
because of her concentration on
winning.
"But that doesn't really matter if you want to be Miss
America," she said..
Earlier in the week, she said
that she used to sleep covered in
plastic wrap before pageants to
lose a few extra pounds of water
weight.
At the news conference Sunday, Miss Akin strode smoothly
through an answer about her
views on abortion, saying she
thinks it is a moral issue, not a
legal issue, and that she believes
in a woman's right to choose.
But the new Miss America appeared embarrassed and giggled when pressed for her opinion
on premarital seX. After a long
pause, she said it was "up to the
individual." but it wasn't for
her.

64K Model 4 Dual-Disk Computer
By Radio Shack
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Reg. 1299.00
Low As $37 Per Month on CitiLine*
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•80 x 24 Display u Parallel & RS-232C Interf
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Wireless FM Intercom System
SELECTaCOM• by Realistic

Hurry in and save! Perfect for accounting. word
processing—the uses are.almost endless. Some
units are new, some are demos, but all are covere
d
by original limited warranty. #26-1069

r All-In-One Telephone 33% Off
DUCIFONE'-166 by Radio Shack

Save $60,1, Save $40

69

7995

Set of 3
Reg. 129.95

Reg. 119.95

Just Plug Into AC and Talk
Two channels let you talk with either station
without disturbing the other. #43-214

When Ton need a loan,
we've got the answer...

One-Button Dialing Of 32 Numbers
Two-way amplifier, programmable Touch-Tone/
pulse dialing . #43-601 Fcc registered
Batteees for memory backup extra

6-Band Portable Radio $20 Off

LCD Scientific Calculator

DX-66 by Realistic'

EC-4006 by Radio Shack

Cut 29%
49
Reg. 69.95
95
Buy now and start enjoying news, views and
entertainment from around the world! Covers
108-136 MHz VHF-air, 3-6.5 MHz,6.5-13 MHz,
13-26 MHz, AM, FM. AC/battery operation.
#12-767 Batteries extra

Hand-Held Musical Powerhorn°
By Realistic

25% Off

29

27% Off

Itimbe /bare*

1595

Reg. 21.95

Has 42 functions, power-off
memory retention, six parentheses levels. standard deviation Automatic power-off.
#65-975 Batteries extra

50-In-One Project Kit $7 Off
By Science Fair'

Cut 35%

1295

1R9e
.9
g5
.

Reg. 39.95

Loud—Projects Music or
Voice Up to 300 Feet

No question about it. At Lincoln Federal
well go out.of our way to make money available
for you.
Money for new cars, family vacations. home
improvements, medical bills, or a college
education.

Plays 94 preprogrammed tunes, from college fight songs to pop favorites. Programmable for 5 more. Built-in mike. #32-2030

\••

Batteries extra

Teaches Youngsters
About Electronics
Build a radio. telegraph, Morse Code system and 47 other exciting projects! Sate.
t solderless #28-227 Batteries extra
11*••••••.

FM/AM Headphone Radio
By Tar,(iv'

Save! Hi-Bias Recording Tape
SUPERTAPE by Realistic
60 Minutes

40% Off

Look to Lincoln Federal. When you need a
loan, we've got the answer.
YES.

245 Cut
34%
Reg. 3.69
90 Minutes

1495

Reg. 24.95

. ,
quailUeu apt-du:Jilts unlv

289 Cut

Rich Dual-Speaker Sound

LINCOLN FSLIC
•
• f NISI•

•-FEDERAL SAVINGS
•

Serrt

AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
Murray 759-1234
1300 Johnson Blvd.

r

34%
Reg. 4.39
Slip it on, tune it in, and turn it up!-Comfortable
Stock up now on this quality CrO, tape! Headpadded earcushions. Sure to sell fast—get .
cleaning leader. Includes hinged storage box.
yours now! #12-198 Batten, extra
No litnit! #44-940/941
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Check Your Phone Book for the Ratite/Mak .
11 VISA
11111
.
10Store or Dealer Nearest You
4y A.

Other areas in Kentucky, Toll Free 1-800-292-4561
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ne revcovine credit from Citibank.
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CLASSIFIEDS
Legal

Before you roll it over
consider rolling it into Republic.

1

Year Certificate

ADVERTISEMENT
FOR BIDS
Kentucky Finance
and Administration
Cabinet, Department
for
Facilities
Management, Division of Contracting
and Administration.
Room No.- 145, New
Capitol
Annex,
Frankfort, KY 40601.
Invitation To Bid:
ES-107-86
• Opening
Date:
Thursday. October 10.
19852:00 P.M., E.D.T.
Progect:
Laboratory School
Converstion Renovation, National Boys
Scout Museum, Murray State University,
Murray. KY
For additional information and bid
documents
call
502 564-3050.

• -.)5,(410 Muumum Deposit• Interest Paid Quarterly
r

',HMI

‘oll hat' a 4,. P that
lust about to
Republic Savings Bank guarantees the
mature at anothei bank take ad % antage rate for the entire term of your
certificate.
ot Republik',great rate on a one year
And, you'll have the security of knowing
kertitftate Instead ot rollirie, it oVt'r at
your deposits are insured by the Federal
another bank. a'. NC0011 a,it matures roll Savings and Loan Insurance Corporao‘er to Republik tia‘ing,Bank
tion, and backed by the full faith and
Rtt,ihlui
credit of the United States Government.
arld ,tart earning one of the highSo it you want to make the most of the
est interest rates around on a one year
money you have, conic on into Republic
certifica.te Or, select the certiticate that
Savings Bank. And get on a roll.
best -.Mt, your need,
' from among Republic.",other flexible term CIT.
renalt‘ required tor early
ithdra‘k at
.
4 It r rent Kate,Offered Fill' IA flitted I Init.' t. n

("yen L.,,ittirtlax
L'titil Noon

100q West Main-Street
Benton, Kentuckv 42025

(502) 527-1447

REPUBLIC
1\4

li

K

IF WE PONT HEAR
PROM YOU. WELL PAVE
TO 60 OPF THE AR...

50 LONG!

1

2

Legal

Notice

26, 1985, at 2:00 p.m.

Property will be
sold without regard to
race, color, religion,
sex, age, national
origin or marital
status.
Prospective buyers
may inspect the property by appointment.
Bids will
zaepted
only on. Form FmHA
1955-46, Invitation, Bid
and
Acceptance,
which are available,
along with additional
Guaranteed Repair
information about the
Service
property, at
the
On Car & Home Stereo
FmHA office located
World of Sound
at )04 Iiprth Fifth
222 S. 12th
Street, Murray. Ken753-5865
tucky
i telephone:
502/753-01621.
The Government
reserves the right to
reject any or all
INSURANCE
offers.
SALES CAREER
Dated this 4th day of
Financial help while training
September, 1985.
advance
commission,
vested
renewals
UNITED STATES
A M.B.A + excellent comOF AMERICA
pany. Complete line of A &
By: Ronald W. Nelson
H and Universal Life ProCounty Supervisor
ducts Including major
medical and nursing home
Farmers Home
policies. For appointment
Administration

HAPPY
59TH
WEDDING
ANNIVERSARY
to
Ray & Lochie
Ross

NOTICE OF SALE
Public notice is
hereby given that the
United
States of
America,
acting
through the Farmers AS of Sept. 16, 1985, I am
Home Administra- no longer responsible
tion, has for sale the for any debts incurred
following described by Martha June
Schmidt. Douglas
real property:
Edward Schmidt.
Parcel I: A tract of
2
Notice
land consisting of approximately 52 acres,
including a large
4-year-old brick dwelldo it yourself with
ing, 2-car garage, 3
grain bins, tool shed,
barn, shop and tobacco barn, located 5
m-iles northwest of
Hardin. Kentucky, on
AUWEAHRGUnTRM*0.4
Wadesboro Road.
Parcel 11:-A tract of
land consisting of approximately 88 acres,
located.. 5 miles northwest of Hardin,
Kentucky.
on
• Strong, durable -Wadesboro Road.
won't scratch or dent
The property will be
sold under the follow- • Nevet rusts •ols or cor‘ales
- never needs painting
ing conditions: ,
• Available in brown or white
For cash or teems of
• Snaps on light
wont
riot less than 10,',
leak
downpayment and not • LEAF-MASTER
' GUTTER
to exceed 25 amortizGUARD AVAILABLE
lets rain in, keeps leaves
ed
payments
Of
and debris out
11.625f
annual interest for the balance
10 foot vinyl
of the purchase price.
gutter only
A 10f, deposit is required, which will be
promptly refunded if
the offer is not
accepted.
Preference will be
Murray Lumber Co.
104 Maple St.
given to a cash offer
Murray, Ky.
which is at least 96,
of the highest offer requiring credit. Acceptance of any bid based
on the condition that
FmHA finance all or a CERAMIC Birthday
portion of the sale on Sell-A-Bration. Greenware 40,; off with ad
terms will be subject
until Oct 15. JD Ceramto approval of the bid- ics. Old Hwy 41N,
der's
credit
by Evancsville. IN.
812-422-3878.
FmHA.
Offers for purchase COSMET‘6LOGY by
LaDora. a new hair
of property will be salon. Cut.'set$1
0.00.
sealed bids, and open- Perms $25. 753-0658. 10-5
ing of bids will be and evenings by appublic. Bids will be pointment. Closed Sat.
opened at the FmHA SEEDED immediately 37
people seriously interoffice, Murray, Ken- ested in losing
weight.
tucky, on September Call 1-800-992-9991.

SAVE...

111111
AWE

'495

call Sharon. Mon -Fri. 9
am -11.30 a.m.
502-781-7270

DAILY CAR RENTAL
LONG TERM LEASE
ASK GENE
AT
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753 2617

Now is a
good time to
lay-a-way an
Ashley wood
‘heating stove.
Complete line
at discount
prices.

Purdom's Inc.
202 So. 5th
753-4872
Soat ',vs;
.
14 te

5. Lost and Found
LOST 3 1/2 year old
German Shepherd,
female. Lost ip area
South of Paradise' Resort. Anyone knowing
the where abouts call
753-0159.

24
Ti
Cal
Tx1
red
Ka
Ma
Nor
Ber

LOST large German
Shepherd dog at 121 &
Roy Graham Rd Call
753-0858 or 753-8943.
REWARD. Missing
from Lakeview Cottage
Resort area, Happy, a

tri-color,, wire hair terrier, has medical
problem. Please call

ste(
pos'
901Yrsm.
Sl5C
wit)
753-'

502-486-5876.

6. Help Wanted
RASY A§SEMBLY
WORK! $600.00 per 100.
Guaranteed payment.
No experience/no
sales. Details send selfaddressed stamped envelope; Elan Vital- 332,
3418 Enterprise Rd.. Ft.
Pierce, Fl. 33482.

rr

$1.T
cent
tab
cou
Bed
bed,
spr
$175
c ha
cabi
pull
couc
refr
& di
& S
ping

DECORATING
CAREER
Do you have a flair for
decorating? National
company training.
(502)443-5808

r.STABLISHED tree
firm will hire a
qualified tree climber
with

Rd.
reno
have
plant
is e)
on
heart
you
P H.
Offer
We v
lime
wan
preg
seefc
day,
free
ferra
have

min. 5 years

proven experience. Call
753-0338.
EXCELLENT opportunity for an aggressive
sales representative.
Must have knowledge of
micro computers- hardware & software. Very
attractive commission
rate. Full or part-time
positions available. Call
for interview 901-6449140, Tomarrow
Systems. Inc. Paris, Tn.

GRILL COOK
Must be able to
work quickly &
correctly in a high
volume area with
verbal grill orders.
Apply at Personnel
Services, Murray
State University,
EOE/MF.
FEDERAL. State, &
Civil jobs now available. Call 1-619-565-1657
for info. 24 hrs.
1{ENTLCKY licensed
plumbers. Job location
Fulton, Ky. Phone 502472-1038.
LADY to live in with
invalid lady. Room.
board and salary. Call
759-1661.

NALitiokAtrit
HOILNI-ktikitmER

rr

'own

BRok
for si
stacdi
ing
sprea
etc.
busi
Loca.
.

Farri!
4533 C
rETC

wood
5463.
Fran

firewi
indivii

after !
1:17751
rocker
Chev
after

SE
WANTED:

Star Search
Satellites
10 ft. Dish, 85 deg.
LNA, Uniden

1000
or
Drake
324
Receiver, Pro-Sat
210 Motor Drive
Installed
$1595

12 People who
would like to learn
to knit. Zelma
Coates will teach
beginner knitting
classes. Starting
Sept. 26th. For
more information
call 474-8827.

wh
pie
Ma

Cal
mo

00

Special Deal
6 Ft. Black Mesh
Dish,
GLR-500
Receiver With LNC.
Installed

*895.00
*****
106 Broadway
South Fulton,
Tenn.
901-479-2306

9. Situation Wanted

crirr-E-TotWmg,

REIN

experienced, dependable, references. Call
753-6043.
I will stay with sick or
elderly at night. Phone
Days 753-4410. nights, 7534590. Reasonable rates.
Good references.

C011

me
res
to 1

1 1 . Instruction
LYNDIA Cochran
Dance & Gymnastics.
Register now. 753-4647. _

14. Want to Buy

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

I'M WAR)J106
You,&ARO!
STOP PEATirie

BEETLE.

ON ME OR

...CALM

GETMAP
Ago TEAR
You APART!

EASY-.

: +-AVE

BEETLE 16
OP-4E HECK OF
A FIGHTER
WITH 1-116
MOUTH

SORRY,

A miNC)

TO GE-"' mARRIED

1 Greek letter
4 River in Italy
6 Peels
11 Wrongful
dispossession
13 Lassos
15 After noon
16 Wild asses of
India
18 Kind of type:
init.
19 Beryllium
symbol
21 Beat vigorously
22 Game played on
horseback
24 Century plant
26 Paradise
28 In favor of
29 Dispatches
31 Supercilious
person
33 Concerning
34 Carpenter's
tools

36 Social club fees
38 Forenoon
40 Care about
42 Very poor
45 Wire measure
47 Flesh
49 Unusual
50 Second rirm
of archer's
target
52 Son of Seth
54 Myself
55 Revised: abbr.
56 Galley with
two banks
of oars: pl.
59 Cooled lava
61 Rescind
63 Stupefy
65 Diminished
66 Samarium
symbol
67 Grain
DOWN
1 Burst
2 Unassuming

Answer to Previous Puzzle
REP
S GOO E
MOB
ARA
MALAR
IRE
HAMMER
MASSED
PE M
CASTS
SPET
AL
ERATO
PER
ALOE
ALAS
TUESDAY
OR
P1
TILE
NEAT
SEE
SLANG
HERR
TM
TSARS
SER
SLEEVE
SERIAL
HIS
ETANA
ETA
YET
LEGAL
SEW
3 Exists
4 Writes
5 Pope's scarf
6 Sham
7 Ventilate
10

8 Grate
9 Latin
conjunction
10 Seaman
12 As far as
14 Accumulate
17 Wanders about
idly
20 Vast ages
23 In respect to
24 EquaUy
25 Kind of cheese
27 Part of speech
30 Propel oneself
through water
32 Hops
35 Scoffed
37 Juncture
38 Reddish-yellow Cs
in hue
39 Fungus matter
41 European
43 Languid
44 Old pronoun
46 Lutecium
symbol
48 Graves
51 Black
-69 Appear
57 DDE
58 Tin symbol
60 Lincoln's
nickname
62 A state abbr
64 Chaldean city

rORECLOSURE? We
have an investor that
will make up your back
payments for an
ownership interest. You
stay. Dial Mary Jane
753-1492 at Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
I am looking to buy 3
books. If anyone has
them to sell please call
me at 753-2816. I want:
"Kerry" by Grace
Livingston Hill. "The
Subsitute Guest" by
Grace Llvingtston Hill,
"To Love and To
Honor" by Emlie
Loren. I also have a
walker for sale.

15. Articles for Sale
WHIRLPOOL 17 Cu. ft.
refrigerator with textured steel door, only
$3.00 per week. Rudolph
Goodyear 753-0595.
WHIRLPOOL heavy
duty washer with 4
cycles. only 88.00 per
week. Rudolph
Goodyear, 753-0595.
16. Home Furnishings
WHIRLPOOL heavy
duty dryer with 3 temp
selections, only $4.00
per week. Rudolph
Goodyear, 753-0595.

19. Farm Equipment
li80 CASE combine,
perfect condition. Call
489-2862.

20. Sports Equipment
Je Penny exercise
bicycle. $60. Call
502-382-2725 after 7p.m

22. Musical
RIMBALL pianos &
organs. Check our
prices before you buy.
Thurman Furniture, 208
Main St. Murray 7534834.
1.1PRI HT piano. Can
345-2029.

41114,"111

Glear
w FL
w C-4
Both

Johr
At/a,
Plan
TYPf
Hayi
req•
6 Ro.
Culti
21r
•SOC
derN

F7.••

•
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Miscellaneous
24. Miscellaneous
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
1 BARBER chair, $200. NEW
Ashley
fireplace 3 BR double wide near
Call 759-4502.
insert, $425. Call 753- Ky. Lake at Hamlin
.
1x8' CHANNEL Rustic 1794 after
4p.m.
Ky. Call 753-8964 leave
cedar siding $18 per 100.
OAK & hickory firwood, message anytime.
Kashway Building
Material, Hwy. 641 you haul $20 a rick. Call '73 MORGAN trailer
12,030. furnished, ligth
North, 3 miles north of 437-4829.
QUEEN size Serta pole, box SI underpinBenton. 502-527-1487.
4x100 FT. 18 guage mattress, boX springs ning. Good condition.
steel canopy with steel with frame. Call 753- Call 345-2037.
1RT=117T2T-76,17rt .
post and trusses. Call 2987.
RAILROAD" ties
901-593-3011..
:
, 1 It bath, living room, kit•
18" GIRLS bicycle $50, grades, $7, $9 & $12. Call chen, dining room, storage room. closeciAn back
small chest freezer 753-2905 or 435-4343.
$150, large card table SEASONED firewooda porch, screened front
with 8 chairs $150. Call oak, hickory, Mixed porch, carport, storage
hardwoods $30/rick building, 3 lots. 10
753-7737.
e.
8 FT. flourescent lamp- delivered. Min. order 2 minutes from Ky
$1.75 each, 4 ft. goures- ricks. Call John Boyer Partly furnished. 10.500.
Call 436-2913.
cent lamp- $1.50. Coffee 753 0338.
table, end . tables & SEASONED or un- OR rent, 2 BR, 14x55, 1
couches- $35 & up. seasoned firewood, $20 1/2 miles on 641 S. Call
Bedroom suites with a rick and you haul. Call 753-6156.
bed,chest, dresser, box 436-5439.
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
springs & mattress, SLABS & sawdust for
$175. Solid oak' tables & sale, Mann Sawmill. 2 OR 3 BR, furnished.
AC/natoral gas. Shady
chairs, old kitchen Call 901-986-3126.
Oaks 753-5209.
cabinet with porcelain. THERMO
GRA
TE
pull-out top, antique firepl
ace insert with NICE 2 BR trailer near
couches, used freezets, blower.
Good condition, Murray. No pets. Call
refrigerators, washers 3
yrs. old. 753-3006 489-2611.
& dryers. George Hodge evening
TRATUERS for rent
s.
St Son, Dixieland ShopCouples -only please
USED
dinett
e
tables
ping Center. 753-4689.
and chairs, twin beds, Dills Trailer Court 753AG Brokers, Industriaf school desks ,recliners, 9104
Rd. now offers lawn rockers, chests, ranges,
renovation service. We refrigerators, coffee 30 Business Rentals
have Stac Dust, a new tables, end tables,
plant food material that lamps, couches and
CREEKVIEW
is extremely fast acting chairs. Hard back and
on soil P.N. To have paper back books. For
SELF
healthy, durable grass the best prices and best
STORAGE
you must have -a good used furniture and ap
14wy. 641 N.
P.H. in your soil. We pliances shop Trash and
Offer complete service. Treasure, 806 Coldwa
24 hr. private entrance
We will aroate, fertilize, ter Road, 753 4569.
753-6734
lime, spray for un
WHIRLPOOL
wantecl vegatation. microwave oven
with
prepare seedbed & 700 watts cooking 31. Want to Rent
seefding. Call 753-4533 power, only $4.50
week. WOULD like to rent 3
day, 759 4640 night for Rudoph Goodye
ar, 753- bedroom house, nice
free estimates 8, re
yard, near or in Murray,
0595.
ferrals. We want you to WOOD
for sale, $21 Family. Call collect 1-615have a beautiful lawn.
delivery, $20 you pick 876-3492 after 5 pm.
FARMERS
land up Located close to 32.
AptS for Rent
.owners. Call AG town 753 2435
BRokers, Industrial Rd.
1 & 2 BR apt. near
for soil testing service,
downtown Murray.
Adults only. Call 753stacdust sales, spread
27 Mobile Homes for Sale
4109, 762-6650, or 436ing service, lime
12x65.
HOLID
AY.
2
BR
2844.
spreading, culvert pipe,
one extra large l, 2 1
etc. We want to da
BR kirnished apt., air
bath
one
with
double
business with you.
conditioned. Callege
sink
large
t,
.
kitchen
& boys' preferred. NO pets:
Located across from
. Farris Grain. Call 753 - living area. Central air, 121 North, next to fair
range
refrige
&
rator.
4533 Day, 759,4640 night.
grounds. 753-3139.
Other extras. Must be
FESCUE hay & King moved
TAKING applications
. l'nfurnished.
for Section 8. Rent
wood stove. Call 753
436.5846.
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
5463.
BR
1
mobile home. BR.
Apply Hilldale
FREE tree tops for St000 or best offer.
Call Apts., Hardi
n. Ky.
firewood to the right 753-8780.
Equal Housing
individual. Call 753-0640 2 12 ACRES
land with 0...Amity.
after 5p.m.,ask for Tim.
2 mobile homes, out
H1DE-a-bed couch, building, deep well, T "co bedroom brick
rocker recliner and '72 $11.500. 10 minutes from duplex, two miles east
Chevy Impala. Call Pine Bluff, 1 mile off of Murray.
$175/month. $175 deafter 4p.m. 759-4803.
444. Call 436-5895_
posit. 753-1568.

S NIOR CITIZENS HAVE
A RIGHT TO KNOW...
what a quality MEDICARE Supplement insurance should cost.
Many Senior Citizens in
Calloway County are paying far
more than necessary.
If you are paying more than:
$31.00 Monthly or
$355 Annually
you should find out why.
BENNETT & ASSOCIATES recently
completed a cost study on
medicare supplements. The
results of this study is upsetting
to say the least.
CALL

BENNETT & ASSOCIATES
753-7273
you may cut your cost in half.

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 26, 1985
10:00 A.M.- RAIN OR SHINE
•

AT BROWN'S GROVE
NEAR MURRAY. KENTUCKY
SALE LOCATION: From Murray. Ky Take
Hwy 121 North 8 Miles To The County
Line Intersection Take Hwy. 893 -fast
2 Miles To The Sale Site!
SIGNS POSTED!!
TRACTORS
Case 1070. CAA. Duals.• 2-John Deere 4020 Ds! 's•2AC 185 Dst's•IHC 574 Ds! •IHC 806 Dsl . Duals•2Case 530.1Jtility's•John Deere 720
COMBINES AND HEADS
Gleaner F-2 Dal C&A.13 Floating Cutter Bar. Chopper.
w FL-430 Cornhead•Gleaner F Dsl C8 A. 13 Platform.
w C-430 Comhead • John Deere 94 Square Back w
Both Heads•MF 510 Dsl.
EQUIPMENT
John Deere 7000 Plateless 4 Row Planter. No TIII,
Fort.
Attach •2-AC 6 Row No Till Planters•White
5434 Row
Planter• Ford 2 Row Planter•2-Holland 2
Row Pull
Type Setters•New Holland Hay Rake•2-New
Holland
Hay Balers•Ford 501 Mower•6'Bush Hog
Rotary CutMr.2,3,46 5 Bottom ACHIM, S P1. And Semi
•2,48
6 Row Cultivators•Brillion 5 Tine Ripper•Dunham
14'
Cuftimulcher•J9hn Deere 1630 Cutting Disc•
21' Hyd. Folding-Disc•3 Spray Rigs•Gravity Krause
Wagon
•8" - 54' Transport Grain Auger•Several
Wheel Discs
•soo Gal Poly Tank•Several Chisel
Plows•Gehl Grinder Mixer•And The List Goes On And On
This Will Be An Open Sale For Local And Area
Farmers That May Have Machinery That They
Would Like To Have Sold! Several Other Farmers
Will Be Consigning To This Sale!
CONSIGN YOUR SURPLUS MACHINERY
TO THIS SALE ,
A G000 PLACE FOR BUYER AND SELLER
TO MEET!!
COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE'

JAMES R. CASH
I hi

AL

l'ONf f

REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM KY
15071 623 8466 OR tS021 673 6388

SELLING SUCCESSFUL SALES

IN SEVERAL STATES

MONDAY. SEPTEMBER 18, 19444
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43. Real Estate
REPOSSESSED home
from Gov't from $1.00
plus repairs/taxes.
Throughout KY/ Nationwide! Also tax
properties. 216-453-3000.
including Sunday, Ext.
947.
•
For Sale by
WILSON REAL
ESTATE AGENCY
1. 3 Bedroom brick,
large garden space,
central heat A air, on
121 S.
2. 2 Bedroom frame.
basement near lake.
3. Commercial lot
with 3 residential
houses, in city.
4. 10 Acres of prime
subdivision property
for FmHA builders in
city.
3. 2 Plots near lake.
Ideal for building.
6. 2 Bedroom older.
solid frame home,
large lot 8. extra bldg.
on S. 8th.
7. Apt, complex now
on the plus side.
8. 8 Room brick 2
blocks
from
courthouse,
9.
2
Bedroom,
mosonite siding home
with central heat, 319
S. 13th.
10. On S. 8th. See
what this property
has for less than
$50,000.
11. 7 Room custom
built home on Old
Murray-Paris Road.
12.
Artpther
3
bedroom, central
heat 8 air on 121
South.
13. Mobile home with
storage, ¼ mile from
lake.
14. If you have property you wont to
sell, contact us. We
have prospects for
FmHA homes.

46. Homes for Sale

52 Boats Motors
LOW 70's, 4 BR. 2 full THE ideal starter
baths, sunkin living Houseboat. 33 foot Seagoroom. Call between 9 ing with large front deck,
and 5 753-2701.
4 cyl. Volvo engine, air.
NEW & Nice- well shower, radios, tape
planned 3 br, 2 bath player, excellent condihouse with 16309- great tion. Under $10.000. See at
room Good neighbor- Town & Country Marina
hood Call 753-3903.
or.618.524-2533.
TWo BR Bedford stone
in Aurora, $48,000 Call
53 Services Offered
354.8467
47.Motorcycles
1975 KAWASKI K2 400S,
low miles, lots of extras,
$375. Call 753-3648 after
6p.m.
1078 YAMAHA 500cc,
King-Queen seat, sissy
bar. new condition. 2
new helmets. $695. 4365806.
1980 YAMAHA 656
Special II. real good
bike, 7,000 miles, dependable. $925 or best.
Call 474-8049.

BAILEY
CARPET
CLEANING
Estimates
759-1983

Free

53. Services Offered
GENERAL HOM.E
REPAIR. 15 years experience. Carpentry.
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, siding. NO JOB
TO -SMALL. Free estimates. Days 753-6973.
nigkts 474-2276.
GL=ERPNG by Sears
Sears continuous gut_ters installed for your
specifications Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
in
by Rears. TVA approved. Save on those
high heating and cooling bills. Call Sears
753-2310 for free
estimate

blown

53. Services Offered , 53 Services Offered
SING M'a-chine Repair, All makes and
models. Ind-ustrial.
home- and bag closing
machines
40 yrs
experience. All work
guaranteed Kenneth
Install new septic
Barnhill, 753-2674
Stella. Ky.
systems, repair on
SEWING . Machine Repold systems. 30
air. All makes and
models. ,Home * Inyrs. experience.
dustrail and bag closing
Licens
ed by State
machines. Also sissor
sharpning.40' yrs exHealth
Dept.
perience All work
753-9224
guaranteed Kenneth
Barnhill, 753-2674, Stella.
Ky
TIDWELL'S Re Model
ing Service. 106 S 10th.
753-9626.
BAILEY'S
TREES trimmed or
FARM LUMBER removed Also, yard
work Experienced
SUPPLY
Free estimates Call
.
Has tobacco 436-2690
WET BASEMENT'
We
sticks $18.00 make wet basements
dry Work completely
per hundred.
guaranteed Call or
write _M-organ ConIndustrial Rd.
struction Co Fit 2, Box
Murray, Ky.
409.4. Paducah. Ky
42001 or call 1-442-7026
759-1099
WILL do bush hogging
Call 753-8590
BRING your mowers
!riding & push,, tillers.
Lawn Renovation
chain saws, small enLandscaping
gines and welding to
!Woody's Repair Joy. Professional
their tune up and overDesign
haul Cherry Corner
Mowing
Road, 753-5668. Pickup
delivery. Work
Reseeding
Guaranteed,
Det hatching
THWEATT S AlternaBermuda Gross
tor, Generator & Starter
Service i rebuilt & reControl
paired). Rt,----#1, AIM°,
Fall Weed
Ky. 42020, shop I 5021753Spraying
8742.
Fall
Fertilization
WILL haul white rock
Grub Worm
sand, lime, rip rap and
Masonary- sahd, coal
Control dirt, gravel, fill sano
Leaf Removal
Call Roger Hudson
Call now for Free
753-4545 or 753-6763
Estimate

Rex Camp
Backhoe
Service

ALL type masonry
Aluminum
work, block, brick,
concrete, driveways,
Service Co.
sidewalks, patios, house
Aluminum and vinyl
foundations, new
siding. Custom trim
chimneys or chimney
work. References.
repair. 25. years exCall Will Ed Bailey,
perience. Free es753-0689
timate
4 9 . Used Cars
s. Call Charles
Barnett'753-5478.
- -LiegNSED --Elettrician
APPLIANCE
for residential and
NEED A CAR?
SERVICE. Kenmore, commercial Heating
Westinghouse', and -.air condition, gas
No Credit.
Whirlpool. 23 years installation and repair.
No Interest.
experience. Parts and Phone 753-7203.
service. Bobby Hopper, MITCHELL Paving,
Call Sammy
Bob's Appliance Ser- Sealing striping, repair
vice, 202 S. 5th St. & complete asphalt
at 753-6448
Business 753-4872, 436- installation. All jobs.
1930 A-MODEL Tudor 5848 'home).
large & *mall. Call
$4500. 1975 Electric APPLIANCE REPAIR: 7531537.
Citicar $900 or best Factory • authorized for MOWING, hauling.
Tappan. Kelvinator and trees and bushes pruned
offers. 201 S. 7th St.
1957 CHEVY Bel Air 2 Brown. Service on gas or removed. Reasonadr., H.T. white w/ red and electric ranges, ble rates, good reinterior. Body only. microwaves, dis- ferences. Call Jerry at
h w ash e.r s , re- 759-.9661.
$1500. Cal1.435-4215.
.
1966 CADILLAC Sedan. frigeratOrs. etc. Earl
Lovett,
354-695
or
6
753- trees? Topping, prunone of a kind, local, 1
owner. Sharp. Call 753- 5341.
ing, shaping, complete
MISTO
M
dozer
work. removal and more. Call
7523.
Call
David
or Jimmy BOVER'S TREE
1968 CADILLAC conSERVICE for Provertible, extra nice. will Madding 247-5188.
DAVE'S WINDOW fessional tree care
trade. Call 753-9872.
1973 Volkswagon CAMP CLEANING SERVICE. 753-0338
MOBILE. sleeps 4. ex- Professional results.
Ray's Drywall
cellent condition. Only Satisfied references.
$1,995. Call 759-9888 or Commercial & reSheetr
ock Hanging,
sidential. Free es759-1386.
'Finishing, Ceiling
timates
.
Call
753-987
3
Or
1974 DUSTER Call
436-2846.
Sprayed
492-8215.
FOREVER GREEN
DENNIS McClure conFree Estimates
1974 PINTO. nice. $500.
LAWN SERVICE
struction, roofing.
Joe Pat Ray
1969 Ford, good condipainting, plumbing, inINTERIOR
tion. $300. Call 753-9872.
753-0
038
terior ost exterior.
EXTERIOR
1975 MUSTANG. new Phone 502-382P.O. Box 307
2689. Rt. ODD job specialist
PAINTING
paint, new brakes, new 1. Sedalia.
753-3362
ceiling
fans.
electrical.
302 N. 12th
exhaust, 4-speed. 4 FENCE
sales at Sears Plumbing, fencing. Yolk, WALLPA
Doug
and Vicky
Phone 753-3263
cylinder. Low miles,
PERING
now. Call Sears 753-2310 name it, I do it You
Crofton
$1600. Call 753-3648 after for
Home
free estimate for buy. I install. You
6p.m.
Wayne Wilson
your needs.
break. I fix. Call 4361976 MONTE Carlo.
753-5086
2868.
56 Free Column
clean, excellent condiTeresa Garland
PAINTING = Paper
Why Not Visit
tion.
practi
cally
new
FREE
to good home,
753-8823
hanging. commerical or
tires. Call 753-6545.
Dill Electric
gray and white 5 week old
residential. Free es*FREE ESTIMATES*
Joyce Betsworth
1976 PONTIAC Grand
For your next electric motor
kitten
Call 753-3994
timates, References. 25
436-2308
Prix. tilt, cruise, air,
need We have them up to 25
years. experience.
33. Rooms for Rent
power. AM-FM cassh p We also can save you
Tremon Farris 759-1987ette. Call 753-9298.
11.00MS for girls or
much money by rewinding your
ROOFING. Plumbing.
1979 REGAL, one owboys near university. 46 Homes for Sale
Concrete work. Admotors We also repair all
ner, 42,000 miles. Call
Call 753-8146 or 753-9894.
ditions. Painting,
makes of hand tools
3BR mobile home on 2 753-2513
.
General Carpentry.
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
You lose money by not
1.2 acres, more or less.
34 Houses for Rent
1979 SILVER Camaro.
P.A. Molony Co
Good well, shade trees,
8, CUSTOM WOODWORKING
trading
with
us
Local car, bought new
2 BR unfurnished home. out building,
753 - 8628 . Free
fenced. At in Murray
•
Dill Electric
. Cruise concentral gas heat. in- Coldwater on
Estimates.
blacktop trol. new tires.
10 VI ARS
753-9104
sulation throughout. road'. $12.50
AM-FM
GENERAL mainten-0. Phone cassette, rally
SOLID
I
XPERIf
WOOD CABINETS &
Nut
Nights 753-1551 or
$250 per month rent. 489-2651 or 489-2224
wheels.
ance. roofing, painting
.
RAISED PANEL DOORS en
.
only 68,000 miles, $3500.
$200 deposit. Call 753- ATTEN
753-4692
etc. 20 yrs. experience.
Birch • Oak • Walnut • Cho,.
TION. Would Call 436-2668 after
6p.m.
9829.
DUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES
Free estimates. Call
you like to buy a house Must sell.
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
NICE 3- BR brick. but don't have
J L McE.night & Sons 474-2330.
much 1980 280Z DATSU
10 CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINIS
fireplace in kitchen, gas money?' Here's
N 2+2. Sawmill on Poor Farm
HING •
COMPETITIVE P'RICIES Drop By • Soo Our
your
Display
loaded. Call
floor furnace, 2 car opportunity!
Rd. Buyer of standing
A 2 BR 901-232-8221.
Constr
uction
Ross
garage. 1 mile southest house, dining
timber. Call 753-7528.
1212 Main
room, 1980
Murray, Ky. 753-5940 •
New homes.
of city limits. Contact large utility
BUICK Regal .JOINER'S
W O•
room
compl
ete
on Limited,
••••4t•••••••••••••
Robert Wiggins 753-4566 approx.
•
Renova
tions
Somerset tree service. 32
1/2 acre, $13,
yrs.
after 8a.m Saturday.
Package, AMFM cass- exper
All types repairs
500. Call 437-4243.
ience. Also.
759-4614 &
COUNTRY home. 3 BR "ette. all power.tilt. stumps mechanically
36. For Rent or Lease
with 4 acres, shade Cruise. Local one ow- removed 10" below
753-6581
Kentucky Central insurance Companie.
25x60 BUILDING in trees, fruit trees & ner. Excellent condi- surface. Call 753-0366.
Murray. Call 489-2761 grape vines. 5 miles on tion. Call 753-7587.
LEE'S CARPET
1982 PONTAIC Grand CLEAN
after 6p.m.
641 S. Call 492-8384.
ING. For all SEWING machine repENJOY beautiful lake Prix. all power, air, your carpet 8r upholst- air, all makes and.
37. Livestock-Supplies
automa
tic,
excell
ent
view from this 4 BR,,
ery cleaning. For a free models. Residential Sr
I-JAY, for sale delivery bath brick home in condition. Contact Dan estimate call 753-5827. individual work.
McNut
t
at
Purdo
m
Guarantee. R. Wolff
Satisfied references.
available. 753-9721 after 6 Panorama Shores, 2
436-5560 Murray. Ky.
pm or leave message with kitchens, fireplace in • Thurman McNutt Insurance,
753-445
1
or
home
Weddin
g
den. Unbelievable low
STUMP REMoVAL
answering service.
753-1580.
Photography
Call
S ERVICE
REGISTERED quarter price, $35,000. Contact
408 So. 12th
1982
Z-29,
black
gold,
&
Mechanically repioved
horse, mare. trained Kopperud Realty 753753-8298
Dr.
Tom
new
Hopkins Murray, Ky.
tires,
louver
s.
inches
10
below
the
Western Pleasure. 1222.
CARTER STUDIO
Make an offer. Call
surface, no damage to
(502)753-6202
could go hunt seat. EXTREMELY attrac42071
300 MAIN ST., SUITE 8
759-4582.
surrounding lawn.
Gentle. $850. Call 753- tive 3 BR brick home,
1
North
'74
CAMAR
3rd Entrance
O, two tone
Larry Wood 753-0211
just now placed on
9994.
market. Central heat & blue, 6 cylinder engine,
$1500. Call 753-7752.
38. Pets -Supplies
air, appliances in
'76
OLDS Cutlass Salon,
eluded
.
New
roof in
AFRICAN grey parrol,
ac, tilt, cruise, $900. Call
1 1/2 years old, with 1984, $43,500. Contact
cage- $350. Call 753-0606 Kopperud Realty 753- 753-5094.
'81 MERCURY Lynx.
1222.
or 753-1396.
excellent conditiop,
AKC registered brown •ROME and 4 acres
$2400 or best offer. Call
poodle, male, 5 months located 2 miles from
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
Murray. An excellent 753-2407.
old. Call 753-0925
OR
TRAD
E, 1984
And Save For A
CHUMBLER'S Pet buy. Price just reduced to Camaro
, Z-28, charcoal
Shop Dixieland Center $23,500. Phone Kopperud
metalli
c, tops, loaded.
is now open. Call 753- Realty. 753,1222.
ROME and 93 acres of- Call 753-7307 after 4 pm.
7601.
for sale, through
DOG obedience training fered
Kopperud Realty. Pro 50. Used Trucks
makes better pets Fall perty
1974 DODGE Gram truck
includ
6 a.m.. 10 p.m. 7 Days A Week
classes Starting now. pond, several es large with dump.
Call 492-8877.
barns and
Also, private training
Phone 7534351 /753-5352
outbuildings. Price just 1976 F150 with factory
Boarding on inside reduced
$20,000. Phone rebuilt engine, needs
runs. 436-2859.
753-1222.
minor transmission
work. $800 or best offer
40. Produce
RTIVErrirw-eam Mint sell. 474-8884.
APPLES & sweet cider buys 50(1- interest in a 1992 DODGE pick-up,
for sale. Call 489-2467 three bedroom home! If 44,000 miles. Call 345If it's with wel
Tucker Orchard, ever a. home projected 2029.
an air of coziness and
pimps
, plumbi
Landfill Rd
tHim-CHINI
good cheer this one 1982 510 Chev., 1986
or
CHIMNEY SWEEPS
electri
Ford
Couri
c, then
er,'
1979
certainly does. Once
43. Real Estate
coil for •E... Est.rna.•
inside, the aura of GMC, - good condition.
have the answer.
0.00. Wort Good ;Nice>
kOPPERCD' Realty of- warm
th does not Call 753-9872.
DOOM V CLEANING
fers and excellent selec- diminis
Coll John Glover,
•fitef,'15
h-- bright spac- 1985 NISSAN pickup, air,
Aluminum and Vino
•t'0.11•1111
MIC
tion of quality homes - all ious kitche
•••••
n, French AM/FM cassette stereo,
51
licens
ed
with
26
price ranges. For all your doors from dining
WM.,
Custom,
trim
room sliding rear window,
Real Estate- needs phone to screened sun room. sport wheels,
years experience.
work.
References_
bed cover.
753-1222, or visit our office bountiful storage
, with Call 753-9531 after •m
UR Will Id Bodo',
wing sortie
at 711ranr'traditional fireplace
753-0659.
Campers
TWO story building and serving the living area. 51
provided.
pole shed on 8 acres on Another chance like this 1982 MINI
motor home.
Rte 1828, 3 miles west of may not come along. 24. ft.. double
air, rear
Midway. Asking $35,000. Call Mary Jane now - bath. Chevy
chassy with
Call 753-7166 nights or on 753-1492 at Century 21 330 engine.
21,000 miles,
weekends.
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
like new. Call 753-0114.
19 FT. Yellow Stone
camper, self contained,
Send
your cyree
good condition. Call
Carpet
489-2787
.
packa
ges the easy
DAILY GOLD & SILVE

vrtrfr work on your

PAINTING

WILSON
REALTY

JIM DAY
PAINTING
753-3716

•

•

Hopkins insurance Agency

For Bigger Returns
Start Your
IRA Today

Dial-A-Sertyice
Handy Reference)

Taxi Cab Service

Police
911

TROUBLES

Aluminum
Service
Co.

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

753-5131

Calloway County
Rescue Squad

753-695

R PRICES
Silver

Gold
Closed
Yesterday 319 10
Opened
Today
319 00

Down

10

Closed

Yesterday
Opened
Today
Down

6 08
6.03
.05

Compliments of.

VERNON'S WESTERN WEAR & SHOE REPAIR
713 S. 12th Murray, Ky. 42071
753 7113
We buy Gold. SlIwer & Diamonds
Hours: 10 6 Daily. Closed Sunday

52

Boats -Motors
14'6" ASTRbGLASS
Bass boat, 50 H . P.
Mercury. fully equipped Must sell Excellent condition. Call 759...
4813 after 5:3,m.•
14' POLA-Craft John
boat, 25'.h.p. Johnson,
tilt trailc. 4.11 753-9872.
1984- -DVNA•Trak '156
Bass Boat, 30 Mercury:
tilt k trim, fully rigged.
Call 489-2787

Poison

way.
Use ow convent
service.. We accept
UPS packages for
shipment -

(
•Ca!peea
tsnin9
pho
eeE
lsstte
im
ryoses
Fr
.
.U

Satisfaction

COURT SQUARE
ANTIQUES

Guaranteed

Downtown
Court Square.

Call...
753.5827

753-7499

too.00lIFIN•KINKNosemol000llestess•••••-

Control
753-7588

-74111MMIPPIa7
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Edwards, Harrison write textbook

ti ES

Students enrolled in
intermediate
macroeconomic theory
Mrs. Lois Sammons of Fla., Mrs. Lois Sullivan, this semester at Murray
Te funeral for Ron- Rowland. Mason Milby.
nie Armstrong was Sun- Tom Jones, • Buddy 1105 Main St.. Murray, Madill, Okla., Mrs. Sara State University are usAlyALLILLas_in_the_xuagbor‘Ray Murdock. died Sunday...all:30 a.rat,-kte_e_yaughn, Brent- ing a new textbook writchapel of Max Churchill Rick Murdock and in Long Term Care Unit wood. Tenn.. and Mrs. ten by two faculty
Funeral Home. The James Henry of Murray-Calloway Nancy G-irardot, members in the DepartGarland, Texas.
County Hospital.
Rev. Charles Simmons Armstrong..
ment of Economics and
Three surviving sons- Finance.
ofticiated. Music was by
Burial was in Salem • Her huisband, John
Ntrs. Oneida White..
Thomas Sammons. died are John Sammons,1105
Dr. Frank Edwards,
Cemetery.
Elm. St.. Murray. Gene professor and -chairPallbearers were
Mr. Armstrong, 29. :March 16. 1968.
$he_was a member of Sammons. 1103 Olive man. and Dr. Dannie
Tommy :West. Steve 'oNashe Texas. died at
T -exarkana OA' First Unitted Methodist St., Mu-rraoy, and Harrison, associate pro'4.
Church, Faith Doran Thomas Sammons, Las fessor and assistant
Thursday.
Circle of First Church, Vegas, Nev.
rdean of the College- of
Garden and Home
Fourteen grand.
'Business and Public AfDepartments of Murray
children and 25 great- fairs, worked jointly on
Woman's Club and J.N. grandchildren
also the book titled
Williams Chapter of the survive.
"Macroeconomics: A
services for Martin
United Daughters of the
The funeral will be Microcomputer
Confederacy.
blvan Robinson were
Tuesday at 4 p.m. in the Approach."
Born in Hardeman
Sunday at 2 p m. i41 MurThe new book is being
Final rites for Charles
chapel of J.H. Churchill
ray Memorial Gardens BroWn Martin are today County. Tenn., she was Funeral Home. The used on an experimental
Chapel
John Dale at 2 p.m. in the chapel of the daughter of the late Rev. A. Nowell basis in conjunction
Oft alated
with the regular texMax Churchill Funeral Franklin Irvy Ross and Bingham will officiate.
Sara Camp Ross.
Pallbearers were Home.
tbook used in
Burial will follow in Economics 330.
Five survitving
Hobert Michael Rogers,
The Rev. Don
;erald McDonald. Dan- Faulkner is officiating. daughters are Mrs. Murray Memorial
"Macroeconomics: A
n y Spencer. Cary Music is by Jimmy and Hazel Crenshaw, 1702 Gardens.
Microcomputer ApCollege Farm Rd., MurFriends may call at proach" is different
flogard, Bill Cotton and Linda Wilson.
Michael Cotton.
Pallbearers are Billy ray.Mrs. Rachel the funeral home after 6 from other economics
Burial was in Murray Murdock. Ray Mur- Winograd. Lake Park, p.m. tonight (Monday ). textbooks because it
Memorial Gardens with dock. Rick. Murdock,
arrangements by Ted Potts. Danny Potts
Bialock-Coleman and Chester Todd.
Funeral Home.
Burial will follow in
Mr Robinson. IS. New Parker Cemetery.
concord. died Thursday
Mr. Martin, 63. Rt. 7.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. protection against the ing patient, Murray
about in a m.
Murray. died Thursday.
AP) - Una Loy Clark. 40-degree air, said he Haydon, 59. of
the widow of the world's "feels great." .
Louisville, met with
Mrs. Clark. whose Mrs. Clark onTriday.
first permanent
artificial-heart reci- husband Barney died in
"I must tell:you it was
pient. ,and William 1983 after 112 days With
an
overwhelmingly
Schroeder. who is still the-experimental heart,•
NtI II
living with his Jarvik-7 traveled to Louisville at emotional experience,"
Mrs. Clark said. "I had
ing, horn and vocal ar- pump. rode in a car- the invitation of a very hard time."
i()nes. five-time rangements for several riage Saturday at Chur- Humana Hospital
Sch.roeder, who
!le, tor the Na- gOld and platinum cer- chill Downs to raise Audubon, where Dr.
William DeVries has received his heart Nov.
(i (
Enter- tified alums. including money for charity.
Schroeder. 53, of performed three more 25, lives in a specially
nt Awards. will I he hit single
Jasper. Ind., who yawn- implants since he car- equipped apartment
• p.m. Tues- "Funkytown."
17. in the CurJones' 'show includes ed several times during ried out Clark's historic near the hospital, while
•er- Stables at original music selec- the ride for the Metro surgery at the Universi- Haydon has remained
hospitalized since his
N! •
-y Stafe tions. comedy routines United Way "Cardiac ty ot 1.5tah.. ,
Schroeder and Feb. 17 implant
I'
-its.
and a slide show of his Walk" and was wrapped
eteran of perfor- trips across the United in a white blanket for neVries' other surviv- "surgery.
•
cs at universities States to many
-lutes and Canada. •'undesirable" locations
ines has toured with and attractions.
such entertainers as
A member of te. Naiek (111(k-r, Jams Cot- tional Association of
!or, .t nil Steve Campus Activities since
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT — INVESTMENTS
-1.arolesberg. All a e- 1 977. he presently
,.ompitshed musician. serves on the Associate
'le. has released four Member Advisory
.ilhums of -original Board and the Board of Industrial .A% era tie
+ .911
Goodyear
. 275-$ + 3•,,
music and comedy and Directors.
1.11.M.1281., + 3 i
tir Products
32 +'p‘
no
.3 m
I 53 14
recording an
Jerrie()
20 + I..,
Apple Computer
Sponsored by the
album Ot piano solos.
313,, + 1,,
limart 21 + 1
American Telephone
University Center
As a studio musician. Board, the show is free Briggs & stratton
.1('Penno
281-2 + I
481 ,- 2
he has written the str- and open to the public.
Chrsler
3838 + I 8
Penwall
37 + I. PI
quaker Oats
5034 + 5
Cracker Harrell
+ 1 .1
121 i
- 12 + 1 „
scientific- Ntlanta
2113., -I ,
Dollar lien. Store
341/2 um
Sears
121 2 une
Durakon
Texaco
No Trade,
35 - 1 ,
1E-Z-Ftti Ink._
unt
Time Inc.
441;4 une
l'ord "
33% - 1 ,
9 - 1 ,4
Forum Group
1 ..S.Tobacco
Wal-Mart
49 +1 ,
341/4 -4-s
Wendy's
General Motors
15% + 1 $
. 68% + 5,,,,
lien('orp, Inc
C.E.F. Yield
7.26
• 441/s -1/4
Gotidrieh
311/4 uric

rmstrong rites Sunday

Robinson's
funeral held
On Sunda%

-

Mrs. Lois Sammons dies

C.R. Martin
funeral rites

here today

Clark's vvidovs and William Schroeder
ride together for fund-raising event

enhances the study of
economics by using
microcomputers.
A diskette which includes a model of the
economy of We United_
States is provided so
that students may work
problems using the
microcomputers supplied by the University.
"The use of
microcomputers allows
students to change'one
variable of the model
and instantly see what
effect the change has on
all of the other variables
and outputs," Harrison
said.
The objective of the
textbook is to teach
students by requiring
them to apply the
economic concepts they
learn in class to real-life
situations.
"The advantage to using this boolj,. and the
microcomputers is that
students may study
numerical simulations
of the national economy
rather than abstract
ones, -Edwards said.
With assistance from
the 25 students presently taking the course, the
authors will refine and
enlarge the text so that
the book may be used

alone in the classroom.
Several publishing
companies are interested in the book
because of its. use of

Child Fingerprinting
Day planned by Jaycees
In cooperation with
the United States
Jaycess national project
covering child protection, the Murray Calloway County
Jaycees will soon be
sponsoring a -Child
Fingerprinting Day.
The Murray Jaycee
Women have fingerprinted more than 2,500
children to date. The
Child Fingerprinting
Project was initiated as
an effort to help prevent

child kidnapping and to
assist law enforcement
officials in the identification of miasing
children.
The date for the Child
Fingerprinting Day has
not been released, but
for more information
about the project, call
Diana Phillips at
759-1360, or write:
Fingerprinting, P.O.
Box 934, Murray. Ky.
42071.

Ottawa was chosen as capital of United
Canada in 1858 and became capital of the, Dominion of Canada at Confederation in 1867. "

7.75%

A.P.R.

Financing

Used Car Sale

'omedian-sing-er Jones
perform On TuesdaN

W Days Only
Ask
about
State Farm's
Homeowners
Extra

$s The

Starting Lucky Friday 13th
Ending 6 p.m. Monday, Sept. 23

All Used Cars
65 to select from

Ornprehens•••• horn,

,
owners tns.rance oottcy Stste Fs
•-•
has ever offered Call .001 It tell y01_,

In House Financing
With Approved Credit

yOu

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

Stock Market

microcomputers. Both
Edwards and Harrison
are optimistic about the
book being distributed
and used nationwide.

Hatcher
Toyota, lincolneMertury

Jane Rogers
753-9627
201 S. 6th

515 South 12th
Murray/753-4961

Joe Smith Carpet Center
Now's The Time To Save...

WOODMEN BLDG.. MURRAY 753-9476

Mannington Never-Wax Vinyl

STOCKS — MUNICIPAL BONDS — MUTUAL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

(Boca, Aristocon & Lustrecon Styles)

Bel-Air Decor
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Phone 753-3642
Seymour Frishberg: Accountant of the Wild Frontier

All In-Stock Vinyls
(6, 9, 12 & 14 Ft. Widths)

15% OFF

All In-Stock Commercial,
Plush, Sculptured Shags
and Rubber-Back Shags

Sale
WV-

TAPVIIII

Sales Start Sept. 9

Free Installation

DeVoe Paint
Bright White,
Exterior
Acrylic
Latex Flat
Wall Paint

20 Yds. or More
•

Stock Wallpaper Sale
-

irr-

Asal

-• • • si

Prepasted
or.

Microwave Oven Model 56-2893
The perfect microwave for kitchens where space is
at a premium. Designed to fit conveniently above
an existing range, with no loss of valuable counter
space. And you get more than a microwave oven.
This new Tappan includes a handy exhaust fan and
a work light to illuminate the cooking surface below.
Microwave oven saves you time and energy, with
features lilke a solid-state control panel, ten cooking- speeds, automatic 'defrost and an automatic
temperature probe so vou can cook with time or
temperature.
• TAPPAN MICROWAVE OVENS FOR THE
HOME SINCE 1935

Steele-Allbritten
109 S. 3rd St.
Murray 753-5341

Strippable

Scrubbable

$6.00 $8.00 *10.00 94.00
Per Double Roll

Over 250 Patterns in Stock

All Short
Rolls
(25' or Less I
Take The
Whole Piece

Wallpaper Book Sale

50

Month of September

Kirsch CustomMade Blinds
Sale Ends 9-28-85

30% Off Selection

Of Books

CONING
SOON...

Joe Smith Carpet Center
Hwy. 641 North

753-6660
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